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The Times Higher Education Supple
ment (18.2.83) notes that Polish

students are compelled to repay

100% of student loans/scholarships

if they obtain 'less: than good results',

against proportions of 25% for 'good

results' and nil for 'excellent progress'.

In a State system as repressive and as

lenuuui as ruianu i uiis is unc way ui

ensuring that students learn and regurg

itate the right ideas. While the situation

is far from being this chronic in Austral- ?

ia we-. should nevertheless watch closely

the Labor government's actions in res

pect of student loands. In an about face

last year Labor decided not to oppose
the scheme in the Senate. Students
must oppose the loans scheme which is

premised on a 'user-pays' idea of educ

ation.

A recent statement by students of

Somerville College, Oxford condemned

?old-girl Margaret Thatcher's porposed

-

introduction of a loans scheme in the
J

UK. J

'We believe' the motion stated 'this
|

marks a step back towards the idea -

that education is a privilege, enjoyed -

mainly by those who can afford it, !

not a right to be enjoyed by all. Re- !

stricted access to higher education is not
'

only a waste of society's precious resourc

es but also demeans the principle that

education is valuable for its own sake' We

couldn't agree more. This topic will no

doubt be pursued in later issues.

Two women staffing the ANU Evangel
ical Union stall in O-Week were seen

placing their group's leaflets inside of

each-Woroni in a pile which was on a

nearby table. The editors wish to make

it clear that any insert must be author-
;

ised by them. No responsibility is taken

for the contents of the offending Evang
elical Union leaflet.
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:??;; The election of a Federal Labor gov
ernment on March 5th is a significant

victory for poor and under-privileged

groups in Australia. With the end of the

struggle against Fraserism however comes

the struggle to redress the hardship caus

ed by eight years of Liberal government.
We can expect, in the short term a few

I ameliorative measures from the ALP

which has taken government in a system
which is inherently biased towards those

with weal tli and power. It is necessary

therefore to maintain popular pressure
on the politicians. Bob Hawke successful

ly used the rhetoric of consensus — Bring-

t ing Australia together. He will attempt to

use this as an excuse to do very little. In

mediating between oppressed groups and

their oppressors he will opt for wishy
washy solutions which perpetuate exist

ing power hierarchies. If significant

changes are made it will be as a result of

mass action initiated at a grass-roots level.

Accordingly we wish to place two items

on Mr Hawke's agenda which have rele

vance to struggles currently being con

ducted on this campus.

1) The funding of Tertiary Education

should be increased immediately. In re

cent years we have seen a steady erosion

of funds. The departments which have

suffered most from Fraser's razor are

those which do not run 'meal ticket'

courses, in particular those in .Arts

faculties around the country. The bias in

funding given to vocationally oriented

courses is in our view very dangerous.

These courses are designed to train pass

ive technicians for bourgois society,

(doctors, lawyers, engineers, scientists)

If these technicians question their fun

ction in perpetuating that society they
are a threat to it. In some nonvocation

ally oriented courses ideas which threat

en the status quo are being discussed.

The Women's Studies Program at ANU

is one such example. In examining the

extent of the cultural economic oppress

ion of women the students enrolled in the

programme are challenging the existing

sexual division of labour which is vital to

the functioning of bourgois society. It is

no coincidence therefore that Women's

Studies has borne the brunt of Fraser's

cuts. Wliile I am not suggesting that

any fiendish plot has been consiously

devised in Parliament House, I would

claim that in bourgois culture the worth

of 'education' is judged on a purely
utilitarian basis. Schools, universities

CAE's and TAFE colleges have in accord
ance with the needs of a class divided

society, been seen as producers. When

therefore the effects of funding cuts filter

down to the faculties it is, those areas

which are newly established, innovative

and subversive which go under. I urge

you to fight any curriculum which is

underpinned by conservative ideology
and to challenge the ideology which de

mands that students be moulded . into

pillars of society. Join the fight against

cuts to Women's Studies!

2) The ALP Government should allocate

funds for the construction of more and

better student accommodation. Wliile

sixty rooms in Burton Hall sit empty
there are currently long waiting lists

for all halls and colleges; the YWCA is

housing about 35 students and is turn

ing others away daily. Facilities at the

'Y' are totally inadequate for students.

There are no desks or places to keep
books.

The reason Burton Hall is being kept
partially empty is because of contracts

made to accommodate conference

groups. We believe however that the

chronic problems which students face

are sufficient justification for these com

mitments to be overlooked and for the

consequences to be faced by the admin

istration.

The problem is not simply confined

to Canberra, it is symptomatic of a nat

ionwide squeeze on student accommod
ation which generally means that those

from lower income backgrounds are ex

cluded. At Mitchell CAE student press

ure was brought to bear to open a closed

college because of the woeful accommod
ation problems for students in Bathurst.

This fight was won. If there is sufficient

support we can win ours. Come to the

Accommodation Meeting Monday 14th
March.

[?]
NEW MEDICALLY TESTED

CONTRACEPTIVES FOR MEN

Developments in contraceptive research

at the Institute for International Populat
ion Control have recently made significant

progress. Recognizing that contraceptives

have to date ffocused mostly on women,

the researchers felt that contraceptives

for men was another area to be considered.

The new device called the IPD (intra-penile

device) resembles a miniature umbrella.

lviacie oi piasiic, ana copper wire me uevice

is inserted at the bottom of the penis

near the testacles in a minor surgicla

procedure. Upon erection the umbrella

lifts, thereby, blocking the flow of the

semen. The device has proven to be

97% effective in laboratory tests on

mice, monkeys and human specimens.

Laboratory tests have proven no signif

icant side effects but users may exper

ience a little pain, some bleeding, depress

ion, weight gain, bloating and occasional,

infection. Deaths related to the IPD

are under investigation. As there are no

pain-sensitive nerves1 within the penis

it was not considered a relevant comp

laint. Dr I.M. Enstrual, the founder of

the clinic running the research spoke
favourably on the IPD:

'The high effectiveness of the IPD
is an immense improvement on past

contraceptives and is the only one of

its favourable properties. It also leaves

the patient free from worry or contol

over, the situation. This is felt by scien

tists to be a great ?advance in medicine.'

When asked about the possible risks of

Dr Enstrual replied:.

'The concerns we had over bleeding

have been solved as we have found

that the bleeding is not itself indic
ative of any structural damage. All other

alleged symptoms could be related to

many other aspects of the patient. s

health and the effectiveness, of the

device is seen as the over-riding factor.' .

The Intra-Penile device, made by the

Upjoan Chemical Co. Ltd. is being advert

ised to doctors to recommend strongly

to their male patients.

Forthcoming there may be another
more effective contraceptive for males.

This is a chemical injection comparable

to Depo-provera, used on women.

The injections are seen by authorities. ?

in the Institute of International Population
Control as even more significant advances.

Dr 0. Varies stated in an interview

that 'the injectibles have great benefit

in that patients accept them easily, cannot .

interfere with the device, and cannot have

it withdrawn. No communication is necess

ary to inform the patient that he is receiv

ing it as it can be given along with or in

place of other shots, such as tetanus or

polio, without the patient's consent.'

Researchers at the Institute felt that

steps on male contraceptives were necess

ary as females were proving to be less and

less willing subjects to experiments and

were reverting to more basic self-controlled

methods such as the diaphragm and

lesbianism. Both the UpJoan Chemicals

Co. Ltd. and the Institute of International

Population Control were upset by losses

in profits and possible losses to research

funding. The market sales of the IPD and

new chemical injections could thus prove
i -tp)bejust,whaitis needed* - ( i m . f

. -
^ , c - n n ? * » . r
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I Since 1974, the Students' Association I

has been involved in campaigns to provide I

more, and better quality housing for the I

students of ANU. I

Given Canberra's ever shrinking rent- I

market, and skyrocketing prices, finding
j

low-cost accommodation has become an
j

increasingly important issue in many
j

students' lives. Very few landlords will I

even consider leasing to groups, and I

unless you can afford rent of $55 p.w. I

and upward, finding single accommodat- I

ion on the private market is out of the I

question. The student housing problem I

is worsened considerably by the lack of I

catered and un-catered collegiate accom- I

modation and University owned housing I

that is available to undergraduate stud-
j

ents. I

Burton/Garran Hall, the cheapest un

catered college has a waiting list of over

50, while there are over 60 vacant rooms

in the college. There are, in fact, waiting
lists for all the Halls and Colleges, and
for places in the University Houses and
Flats. It is worth noting that these wait

ing lists exist despite the fact that fees

for the colleges (particularly catered

ones), are so high that for a student on

TEAS or other limited income they are

not really a viable housing prospect.
The university houses are not muct

better; someone on TEAS would not be
able to pay rent, electricity, eat, buy
books, stationery etc. without some other

supplementary income, and even then

they would still have to have a very small

appetite. University housing is price scal

ed according to market prices, not

according to how much students can aff
ord to pay for something that is necess

I ary to their well-being and study.

I 'A student who is continually harassed
I by financial worry is not a student
I who can give his or her best'

1 - Dr N. Curry — Vice Principal

1 State College of Victoria, 1979

Having somewhere to sleep and to

study is just as important as what you

study. Is accommodation a problem for

you? Have you been having problems

finding somewhere to live that you can

afford and hopefully consider a pleasant

I environment to live in?
j

I Get involved! ?

J
If you live in a hall or college find out fl

when the Residents' Association meets. H
All residents are affected by decisions fl

of the Administration, whether they be I
about the quality of food or the level fl

of fees. It's no good merely complaining I
about things, if you and your fellow fl

residents have something to say then you fl

should have an
active, rather than a nom- fl

inal voice in the running of the place fl

where you live. Remember a collective fl

voice is a lot louder than a 'cry in the fl

wilderness'. It is important that you are fl

aware of the decisions that are being fl

made around you. Accommodation is fl

everyone's problem, even if you do have H
a roof over yeur head this year. I

As well as this 'grass-roots' level of act- fl

ivity there are some wider issues to be fl

considered. The University has the plans I
and the land for another Toad Hall type I
of accommodation. Funding would not H

I
have been impossible to obtain in the I

I many years this idea has been around. I
I So why with yet another housing crisis I
I upon us this year has nothing been done H

I about it? Why do rooms sit empty in ?

I Burton when there are students with no- I
S where to live. The University's story is I
I that these rooms are reserved for confer- I
I ence accommodation — conferences that I
I are generally held in the vacations — It I
I is time we asked whose need comes first I

I a visiting academic or a student of this 1
1 University with nowhere to live? I
I These are some of the problems that §
jweknow about, there are many we don't. §

i

What can you do? H

If finding somewhere to live is a prob- I

lem; look around the notice-boards in I

the Union building, particularly outside I

the SA office. There are also notice- 1

boards at the Student Accommodation I

Office in the Chancelry Annexe and in I

the Chifley Library foyer. Check the Can- I

berra Times, particularly Wednesday and
j

Thursday. If you decide to try and set up
j

a group house be prepared for a lot of

knockbacks. Be polite and pleasant as

possible, no matter what gets thrown at

you and remember, however facile it

seems, that appearances count where

landlords are concerned. Don't admit to

being on TEAS or the dole if you can

help it, but a landlord can enquire as to

what you do, (to make sure you can pay

j

the rent), before the lease is signed. Most

landlords don't regard TEAS as an in

come and to them unemployed acquire

leprosy along with the dole. If you are I

going to rent on the private market make

sure you have enough money to cover the

bond money, (up to and over $600!), and

getting basic furniture etc. It all adds up.

Talk to other people about your

experiences, not just to get it off your

chest, but also to help others improve the

situation.

Contact: The Students' Association

The Student Accommodation

Office.

In emergencies the Cottage can provide
short-term accommodation. Contact the

'

Students' Association if you need such

accommodation.

The fate of part-time students on low ?

incomes isn't even addressed by the I
Administration. There are many other H
students that are not on official univers- I
ity lists because they have found some m

housing. .Whether they can afford it or ?

not, whether they can study there or I
not is evidently no concern of the B
Administration. fl

It would appear that rather than care fl

about students' housing needs the I
University

'

is positively hostile to I
students. Last year the cheapest catered I

j

college was closed. The year before that I
part of Lennox House was closed, and I

before that half of Corin Huts was re-

Hj
moved. To add to this the price of the ?

remaining accommodation has skyrock- ?

eted. The Administration claims it is I
bound by the ANU Act to charge 'mar- I
ket rents' — the price of much of its I
accommodation is above that charged on fl
the open market. It is surely everybody's H
right to have affordable accommodation, fl

why does the university deny students H
that right? I

flBHBWHBBBBBMflwBBii^B
I The Students1 Association can provide
I some accommodation in the form of
1 billets and at the Cottage for those

I students who have nowhere to go. Fill

I out the form below and drop it in to the

I SA Office (1st floor Union Building) and
1 we'll see what we can do.

I Name: ?

I Contact Place ?

I Phone (perhaps?) ?

NB If you are unhappy about accomm

odation get on the waiting list with

Student Accommodtion, Chancelry
Annexe.

ACCOMMODATION MEETING

MONDAY 14 MARCH

lpm Union Bridge

I Contact the Students' Association about

I your problems if you can't make it to the fl

I meeting. fl

ESIBfiBflSHIIHflHSBBHBRBBBBIH

T T''1 T T'* I''' T~l

LETTER

Dear Editors,
I wish to relate an incident from early

in 0-Week. It does not leave me with an

optimistic view of my coming years on

this campus, in fact it shows the general
malaise of this campus, and of this

1

1 buuiciy. j iinu 11 appalling.
-

;

There was a person struggling to move

!

;

two large and obviously heavy boxes on

!

;'

one of Canberra's lovelier afternoons. The

J

I

heat was oppressive, yet no-one offered

J

! any assistance. A few poeple walked by,
-

I obviously far too busy with the enormous

-

; pressuve of academia. With two full coll

!

J
eges looking on it must have been the

!

1

proximity of dinner that kept all occup

|

1 ied. Except, perhaps, for the full crowd

|

I

in a ground floor bar not twenty metres

-! away. However one person- saw fit to -

-

J
offer some assistance so now each had a

!

1

box to struggle with. Still they did

I

[

not make much progress and as no more
'

J

» help was forthcoming they had to aband

;

! on the task.

|!
The boxes belogned to a

linguistics
«

I

'

student just arrived from Japan. This
I

[

person must have been bowled over by
- the welcome and friendship of our uni

- ersity. I was under the impression that

I this was a small and friendly campus. I

(

also assumed that the purpose of O-Week

I

was to greet newcomers and to make
!

- them feel at home.

;

- Greg Myers.

APOLOGY

On behalf of the Students'

Association I wish to express my

sincerest regret that the statements

in the Counter-Course Handbook

referring to Professor John Molony
could be interpreted in a highly

derogatory and damaging way. This

lias aiiacn nvjiii an cuiiunai uvci

sight and in no way reflects the

opinion in the questionnaire res

ponse. There is no doubt that

Professor Iviolony is a person of the

highest moral and ethical integrity
and it is regrettable that this has

been called into question. No

malice was intended by this editor

ial mistake.

Once again I apologise for any

misunderstanding or personal hurt

this error may have caused.

Bill Redpath
Director of Student Publications

-

-

As Acting Returing Office I open nominations for
J

the following positions
— -

1 Returing officer for SA Elections -

1 SA Rep on the Arts Faculty -

1 SA Rep on the Economics Faculty «

1 SA Rep on the Asian Studies Faculty |

1 SA Rep on the Law Faculty
]

! 1 SA Rep on the Science Faculty (

I

2 SA Reps on Buildings and Grounds Commitee -

\

1 SA Rep on Library Committee -

1

Chairperson Clubs and Societies Committee !

i 2 Clubs and Societies Committee members
\

! 2 AUS Committee members
]

|

1 Finance Committee Member -

| Chairperson Education Committee -

|

5 Education Committee Members !
- 1 SA Re pn the Computer User Committee !
» Welfare Officer

?

\

\
2 SA Reps on the Housing Co-ordinator Committee '

I

2 SA Reps on the Housing Management Committee

[

and the following positions, subject to ratification of
? the Students' Association meeting of Wednesday 16th
! March — \
\ 1 SA Rep on the Canberra Program for Peace

! Committee !

|

1 2XX SA Program Co-ordinator
]

Nominations for all of the above positions close at

12pm on Wednesday, 30th March, 1983. All nomin-
!

ations should be given to the Secretary of the Students' \

Association and elections will be held at the Students' !

Association meeting on Wednesday 30th March, 1983.
\

Bill Redpath
[

; Page 3
!
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT

As a party member, the ALP election

victory on March 5th was a pleasant ev

ent. A more sympathetic government pro

mises improvements in ? our condition,

particularly as students. There, is a need
to be under no illusions, the election of a

Hawke Labor Government does not offer

the same hope as, say, the election of the

Whitlam government did in 1972. At best

the new Labor Government will be a con

servative social-democratic government.
What a Labor Government offers is an

opportunity to further gains. Rather than

fighting the necessary defensive gains
we have under the Liberals, we can begin
to make advances. Now is the time for

student action on our campus over a

number of issues.

For example, students should be in

volved in the forthcoming Peace March
on March 27th. Already peace and dis

armament has become a large internation

al issue. Not only should we be concerned

to protest against the increasing likeli

hood of nuclear war in Europe, we

should also be aware that Australia is a

nuclear target because of American bases.

Without pressure an ALP government is

unlikely to do much in this area.

Similarly, ALP policy on technology is

open to criticism. While Australian manu

facturing industry is technologically defic- .

ient (a major contribution to recession)

this is not sufficient to justify the uncrit

ical development of technology without
an exploration fusion energy or govern

ment assistance to 'sunrise' high-tech in

dustries (not even necessarily Australian

owned).

Aboriginal issues must also be on the

agenda. This is one of the more progress

ive areas of ALP policy since land rights

and self-management are the basis. Stud

ents must be aware of the issues involved

and support this policy against any back

lash. As Pat O'Shane has suggested, we

must challenge the racism in many

courses.

Under the Liberals the position

of women has deteriorated. Again this is

a more progressive area of policy. It does

not necessarily ensure self-managed wom

en's services nor safe, cheap abortion clin

ics. It is crucial that as developments are

made in areas of affirmative action etc.

that women students are providing
direction to change.

Of course, education must remain a

crucial issue for students. While a Labor

government will be better than the -last

government, their policy is hard to get

enthused about since at its foundation

there is a notion of education as human

capital. Obviously student agitation must

continue. It is also worth remembering
that during the last Labor Government

significant gains were made by student
on campus issues. Some of these have

subsequently been eroded. There is con

siderable work to be done to improve
course content, assessment and student

decisionmaking.

There are many other issues ranging

from accommodation to international

questions. The campus is beginning to

come awake again. A Labor Government
is a blessing but no saviour. Now, more

than ever, is the time for all students to

be political. We can win.

On the more mundane level there

have been a number of developments at

ANU.

1 . 0-week — Orientation Week has just

finished and seems to have been success

ful. I would like to thank all those in

volved and especially Frances Lowe for ?

her work.

2. Economics — Students in the Econ

omics Faculty will be asked about alter

ing the Economics degree to allow acc

ounting students to complete their qual
ifications in three years. There will also

be debate about whether to call the de

gree an Economics degree or a Bachelor

of Commerce. This consultation is a re

sult of student representatives on

committees. I personally favour calling

the degree a Bachelor of Economics since

the degree is awarded by the faculty and

it will be no less economic than the

current degree.,

3. Women'sStudies - The ad hoc com

promises reached for the program are ed

ucationally unsatisfactory. Students will

push for the return of two posts at the

Faculty of Arts meeting and there will be

a student protest.

4. SRC - There have been some delays

which have prevented the constitution

committee from meeting. There should

be 'a meeting before the SA meeting.

5. SA Meeting - The Students' Associat

ion is run by general meetings that all

students can attend. The first, meeting is .

Wednesday 16th March at 8pm in the

Union Bistro. Come along and participate

in the policy of your student

organisation.

BillRedpath

[?]
Greg Giles National Co-ordinator of

the Part-time, External, Mature Ague
Students Organisation (PEMSO) spoke
recently to a large group of PAMS on

campus. Woroni interviews him to dis
cover the background to PEMSO and the
directions of the organisation over the
next year.

Woroni: What exactly is PEMSO? i.e.

who are its members, how is it structur

ed: where does it receive funding from?

Greg: PEMSO is a part of the Australian

Union of Students (AUS) education de

partment. Its membership is all of those

students who fall into the category of

'external, part-time or mature age' on

AUS member campuses. To give you

some of the history of PEMSO; in 1976
the Australian Union of Students alloc
ated $1,000 for the establishment of the

first National Part-time Students Confer

ence, which brought together part-time
students from every state to discuss their

problems and their views of the state of
education in Australia. From that confer
ence a national body was formed calling

itself the Part-time Students' Association

(PTSA) which was administered by a

national steering committee, consisting of

representatives of part-time student
bodies from each state. Since that time

PTSA has undergone two further changes
to its structure with the addition, in 1977
of External Students (name changed to

Part-time External Students Organization

(PESO) then in 1979 the inclusion of

'mature age' students, (name changed in

?1981 to the present PEMSO).
In terms of structure, PEMSO has

a three tiered decision making system
which looks something like the following: s

National Conference

National

Co-ordinator
State Meetings

Regional
Co-ordinators

Campus groups

The national co-ordinator is elected at

the yearly national conference, usually
held in August, and the regional (state)
co-brdinators are elected at meetings
comprised of campus groups. In the past
two years there has been a lack of inter

est in, the regional co-ordinator positions,
in 1982 there were only two coordinat
ors both in Victoria, but this trend looks
like bering reversed this year. For inst

ance the ACT will have a regional coord
inator for the first time ever.

Woroni: Is youfposition full time?

, Greg: No. In fact I am a full time

employee. I am Education Activities

Officer for the Macquarie University

Students' Council as well as being a part
time student, by correspondence, at

Ballarat CAE. The ramifications of this

are that my work is limited to only a few

hours a week. Quite a deal of PEMSO

co-ordinating work is done by the AUS

Education Research Assistant.

Woroni: What do you see as the major
issues affecting part-time and mature age

students?

Greg: The issues most often raised by
these students are such things as the lack

of adequate library opening hours, the

provision of affordable childcare, pro

vision for study leave and generally a

lack of services provided by the Univers

ity and student organisations on campus.

Many of the needs of these students are

similar to those of full-time undergrad
uates but there are also special problems
which undergraduates don't have to agree

with. For instance, trying to juggle
the demands of a job, a family and study
is an oft cited difficulty for PEMSO

students.

Woroni: What issues will PEMSO be

working on this year?

Greg: PEMSO has planned a childcare

campaign which will be conducted in ass

ociation with the AUS Women's Depart
ment. The aim of this campaign is

twofold. Firstly to raise the issue with

(and hopefully the consciousness of)

students and predominately male Uni

versity and CAE bureaucracies to again

establish the importance of cheap on

campus childcare and secondly to lobby
the Commonwealth Tertiary Education

Commission (CTEC) to remove' the

policy which restricts universities and
CAE's from using capital and recurrent

funds for childcare purposes.

Apart from childcare, External Studies

and study leave will also provide the basis

for campaigns. PEMSO intends to run

another joint campaign with the Public

Service Association (PSA) and the Aust
ralian Clerical Officers' Association

(ACOA) to attempt to change the pres
ent provisions which govern study leave

entitlements.

For part-time, external, mature age

students generally we will be holding
?

skills workshops in each state. There will

also be a national conference, which I've

already mentioned, and two national

meetings of state co-ordinators.

In concluding I would like to say that

I hope there is some involvement from

ANU PAMS students in PEMSO activities

this year.

ON THE NOBLE ART OF

SPRINKLER-DODGING

Why is it that the green population of

this campus so resists the intrusion of

people? Traps are set for the unwary:

s Sophisticated water cannons with minds

of their own guard all growing areas.

When you see soggy gravel on the path
ahead, take caution. When you hear the

sinister pffut pffut pffut of their erratic

guidance system, pause to survey the
situation.

On one recent estimate, there is usual

ly a three second gap every two min

utes. Only advanced precision will keep
one completely dry.

One of the most puzzling aspects of

this ANU Natural Hazzard is its predil
ection for watering pathways. Perhaps
it is a campaign for more garden territ

ory. Or it may be that the sprinklers lie

in wait for hapless students!
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Part Two: 'Risdon Gaol' by Skyda Hopkins

The police very graciously comm

andeered a tourist coach to transport us

. in the middle of the night from Queens
town to Hobart. We were 15 women and

8 men in various stages of tiredness and

sleeplessness, all grateful that we hadn't

been crammed into the back of paddy

hour trip to gaol. After bidding the

women a fond farewell at their prison, we

were taken across to the men's prison and

through a number of high gates before

finally disembarking from the bus.

I had cunningly hidden a couple of

pens and some spare paper in both my

socks because I'd heard these were very

hard to come by inside. I wasn't taking

any chances with my beloved dental floss

either. It was tucked securely in my

underpants. At the initial processing, we

were stripped or our daypacks and val

uables and had the contents of our pock
ets examined. Surprised when they all

owed me to take my novel with me, I was

later to learn that they don't allow you to

take your books out when you leave. It

seems to be a major method of acquisit
ion for the prison library. We finally got
to bed at around 4.30am.

Through- the muddiness of my

dreams of men in blue uniforms and the

insides of courthouses, there came the

rude clanging of a rising bell at a disturb

ingly early 6.45am. Then began the daily

routine, an oppressive mosaic of bells,

keys, bars and asphalt that took us to

4.30pm, when we were locked away in

our cells for the night. Our cells were arr

anged in a square formation surrounding a

yard about the size of a basketball court.

There was not one blade of grass or one

tree in- sight, a devastating contrast to the

rich diversity of the cool temperate rain

forest where we had lived for the previous

week. Into that bleak yard we filed each

morning and watched the longer-term

remandees pace up and down like caged
lions. On the first morning we looked on

with disbelief. By the third day, we were

pacing up and down with them every step

of the way.
'

Despite the class differences, the

brevity of our stay in prison, and the

usual barriers that males put up between

one another, quite a rapport was develop
ed between some of the greenies and

some of the other inmates. They under

stood and respected that we had elected

to come to prison of our own free will..

Like the rest of the population, they
were divided in their support for the wild
rivers. However, they all enjoyed taunting

us every night from their cells, testing out

just how much stirring we could cope

with. To me, they were sensitive individ

uals who had grown up in brutal social

environments. They had found them
selves at the losing end of society and had

repeatedly run foul of the law. Now they
had to cope with the further brutalizing

effects of a penal system which would

keep many of them locked up for long

periods of their lives. I was constantly

astounded that these people could main

tain their humour and integrity in an env

ironment that seemed designed to break

people and drive them neurotic.

We were allowed to write one letter

a day. Paper was supplied, but pens were

not. All incoming and outgoing personal

letters were read by the prison authorit

ies. One day I accidentally sealed an out

going letter and handed it to the warder.

Half an«hour later, he came up to me and

said, 'You realize that letter to your par

ents stands little chance of getting out be

cause you sealed it.' After mentally kick

ing myself for that mistake, I asked for

another letter form so that I could re

write the letter. I was told that I'd had

my chance for that day.

Prison is full of little frustrations

like that, petty power trips that the auth
orities lay on the prisoners. It is so design
ed to maintain the relationship of domin
ance and subservience that helps remind

prisoners that they are less than human.

The food is another continual re

minder. It is hard to produce nutritious

meals when you are cooking for three or

four hundred, but I doubt if they even

try in prison. The vegetables are hope
lessly over-boiled, to the stage where they

appear as tired and sorry replicas of their

former firm and crisp selves. The tea

comes in buckets ready loaded with en

ough sugar to make a dentist's hair stand

on end. Not one piece of fresh fruit is

ever issued, for the reason that prisoners

might ferment it to make alcohol. And
the prison dietician is in the awkward

position of having to pronounce the

meals nutritionally balanced. For some

one like myself who views white bread as

a bodily punishment in itself, meal times

at Risdon weren't much fun.
? So there we were, Australia Day 1

1983, political prisoners in gaol almost
200 years since Australia was founded as

a convict settlement. The ironies of the

whole situation abounded. The television

kept blurting out its insidious message

that, 'You can make it in Tasmania'. How

on earth can anyone hope to 'make it' in

employment while coping with the stigma
of being an ex-prisoner? Not only that,

what are the real chances of getting a job

in a state with the highest rate of unerri1-'

ployment anyway? The question for me

was why would anyone want to 'make it'

in a system that continued to perpetrate ;

the kind of lies and destruction involv

ed in the Franklin-below- Gordon Dam

scheme?

Perhaps the television itself was

part of the punishment for the prisoners

by tempting them with untold unattain

able goods and fleeting images of women

as overtly sexual stereotypes. Further

more, the question remains whether for

the regular prisoners confinement itself is

meant to be punishment enough, or

whether punishment is meant to be
meted out to them in gaol. No matter

how society feels about this issue, the day
'

to day reality is that subtle punishment
is being administered all the time by the

warders just doing their job. Of course

for us greenies things were a little differ

ent. The warders wanted more and more

of us in gaol for increased employment
and a stronger wage case. They also knew

that people are much more likely to listen

to articulate, respectable, middle class

people than any old ex-prisoner moaning
about prison conditions. Hopefully, the

public blind eye that has generally been

turned to prison life will be opened as a

consequence of the flow through of the

blockaders.

The ultimate irony for me was the

fact that I was being gaoled for

attempting to protect, an official World

Heritage Area. Imagine the Egyptian gov

ernment, for instance, gaoling its people .

for attempting to save the Pyramids from

some officially sanctioned destruction.

There would be an international outcry.

What an incredible comment on our soc

ieyt that people are being gaoled for

challenging ludicrously unnecessary

'development' in an area of immense nat-
''-

ural beauty. How will our trained non

violent disobedience be viewed by future

generations living on this small but
beautiful planet? As I told the Magistrate

in the Hobart court, Posterity will be the

'ultimate judge of my action.

So here we are in Risdon Gaol,

What have they done to me?
A cricket pitch without no bails,

Cold saveloys for tea.

Risdon Gaol, Risdon Gaol, Risdon Gaol,

I've just agreed to take your rotten bail,

Risdon Gaol,

We're greenies going stale.
— one verse from a blockade song.

ONCE A JOLLY RAFTER by Paul Cooper

TUNE: Waltzing Matilda

^
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1 AOnce a jolly rafter camped by a river bed

Under the shacFe of a Huon pine tree,

And s/he sang as s/he worked for the saving of the Wilderness,

C Am G7 C

Who'll come a rafting the Franklin with me.

CHORUS:

Who'll come a rafting, who'll come a rafting

Who'll come a rafting the Franklin with me?

And s/he sang as s/he worked for the saving of the Wilderness,

Who'll come a rafting the Franklin with me?

Down came a dozer to scour all that riverbed

Up jumped the rafter and cried: Mt couldn't be'

And s/he cried as they came to dig up all that riverbed

Who'll come a rafting the Franklin with me?

CHORUS

Up went the outcry counted in the thousands strong,

Down came the premiers, one, two three?

But the HEC had power to force it through the parliament.

Who'll come a rafting the Franklin with me?

CHORUS

But they didn't count on the NO DAMS tenacity

We want a river that's alive and free,

Where Wilderness can be felt as you pass along that river strong.

Who'll come a rafting the Franklin with me? ^
5
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FRENCH COLONIALISM
IN THE PACIFIC

Since Hiroshima and Nagasaki, a total

of 238 nuclear bombs have been detonat
ed in the Pacific region. .

With the exception of two brief inter
ludes in 1959-61 and 1963, the nuclear

powers have been detonating bombs in

the Pacific almost every year since Hiro
shima. In their haste to develop new nuc

lear weapons, the nuclear powers have

paiu ji/iuu iieeu iu uic neaim unu saieiy

of Pacific people. The deadly harvest of
66 bombs exploded in the Marshalls be
tween 1946 and 1958 took years to app
ear. Today epidemics of cancer and thyr
oid tumours plague the islanders, espec

ially those who are most prone to radiat
ion: children and pregnant women.

The, cruel aftermath of the 92 bombs
France has tested in French Polynesia
over the past two decades is only now be

coming evident. Radiation is an unforgiv
ing phenomenon. The tests of ten or

more years ago may well be forgotten,

but the radioactive particles in the tiss

ues of Pacific islanders do not forget —

and the human price of these tests must

still be paid in the currency of radiation
induced pain, suffering and death.

Ever since General De Gaulle initiated

the French Pacific test programme in

1963, successive French governments
have reassured Pacific people and the

international community that there

would be absolutely no harmful effects —

but have cyncially suppressed all statistics

that might verify or disprove their claims.

Beginning with the first tests in 1966, the

French ceased issuing statistics on cancer

and causes of death in the territory and
have refused all requests for international

monitoring of the health effects of the

testing. Even the Mitterand Socialist gov

ernment, which made pre-election pledges
of greater openness on nuclear matters,

has continued this policy of suppression.
'No trace of any radionuclide has been

detected in the ocean, or in any ocean

living creature (as a result of French und

erground testing;, said the Minister tor

Defense, Mr Charles Hemu recently. But

instead of permitting the independent
scientific monitoring that might verify

this claim, the French Government has
chosen to embark on a public relations

campaign to persuade Pacific govern

ments that the tests are harmless. Yet, if

the tests are harmless, what is to be lost

by allowing international monitoring?

Health Problems Multiply at Alarming
Rate

? Over the last twelve months new in

formation has come to light that gives a

chilling glimpse into what the French
authorities are trying to conceal — the

blight of disease and contamination

spreading outwards from the Moruroa
test site.

Early in 1982, a French journalist,

Luis Gonzales-Mata investigated reports

of a cancer epidemic in French Polynesia
for the highly 'respected Paris magazine,.
Actuel. Despite official attempts

to pre

vent vhim from meeting people Gonzales
Mata successfully interviewed Polynesians
who had been sent to Paris for cancer

treatment and islanders living close to the

test site. He discovered that from 2976

onwards the French authorities have been

secretly sending large groups of Polynes
ians on military flights to paris'for treat

ment of unusual cancers. One of the most

recent
flight consisted of 50 Polynesians

all suffering from brain cancer; they were

taken to the Valde-Grace hospital near

Paris, a doctor at the hospital told

Gonzales-Mata that the Polynesian pat
ients were generally young adults during
the period of French atmospheric testing

(1966-74).
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Gonzales-Mata succeeded in interview

ing 29 of these patients after they return

ed to Tahiti. Other Polynesians suffering
from cancer have privately sought treat

ment in New Zealand: between 1975 and

1978, the Dunedin Hospital alone treated

67 French Polynesians
? who had flown

there for treatment of cancer. An army

doctor working for the French Polynesian
government estimates that ten percent of
the Polynesian population of the territory

has now been sent overseas for treatment:

of 98 overseas in 1979, 39 were cancer

patients and 40 were children. Visiting
-

island groups close to the Moruroa test /
site, Gonzales-Mata found abommally I

high incidences of ulcers, miscarriages,

and stomach troubles amongst Marquesas
and Gambier islanders.

While much of the cancer appearing
now can be attributed to the deadly fall

out from the 41 atmospheric tests which
|

France conducted between 1966 and I

1974 — the result of ingestion into the J

body of radionuclides in contaminated /

fish, vegetables, air and rainwater used for ^
drinking — there can be little confidence isr

that the continuing underground tests

(51 through mid-1982) will prove any less

deadly in the long term.

When the storm of international pro

test by Pacific peoples and governments
forced the French to cease atmospheric
testing at the end of 1974, the French

Government turned to underground test

ing arguing that this would be perfectly

safe. Many people were sufficiently con

vinced to case the active protests they
mounted in the early seventies.

In A
?

ustralia and New Zealand, the

conservative governments that took office

at the end of 1975, while opposing
French underground testing, have

conspicuously failed to take the same vig
orous action taken in the early seventies

which included appeals to the

International Court of Justice and the

sending of naval frigates into the Moruroa
test zone. In Australia's case, the Fraser

Government's will to resist French testing

has been weakened by its wish to sell ur

anium to France.

French Technicians Expose Accidents

The complacent assumption that

French underground testing is relatively

safe was shattered, however, in late 1981,
when the French and British Press pub
lished the findings of an internal report

prepared by Atomic Energy Commission

engineers and technicians working at

Moruroa.
.

?

According to the engineers, repeated

underground tests at the' atoll were caus

ing it to sink 2 centimetres after each

test; since underground testing comm

enced, the. atoll had sunk more than 1.5

metres. A second report from the same

source said that a 30 centimetre wide,
800 metre long, crack had opened up on

the atoll, and that radiation leakage into

the ocean had been regularly occurring

for years.

Equally disturbing were the details

given in the reports of numerous serious

accidents at the test site. On July 6,

1 979, an explosion caused a fire in an

underground laboratory, killing one

workers and injuring four others. ,

The

laboratory explosion spewed lethal radio

active plutonium into the surrounding
ocean water. On July 25 1979, a large

140 kiloton bomb stuck halfway down

the test shaft and was detonated where it

had lodged; the resulting explosion regist

ered 6.3 on the Richter scale, creating
a localized tidal wave that, washed over

the atoll, injuring seven people.

On March 22, 1981, a tropical storm

ripped off asphalt covering several pounds
of deadly plutonium (with a radioactive

half life of 24,000 years) and flooded a

30,000-square metre radioactive waste

storage area, washing much of the deadly
debris in the sea. Defense Minister Hernu,
in a September 1981 speech to the Nat
ional Assembly, conceded that the March
22 accident had created a 'new radiolog
ical situation', but denied that under

ground testing per se was causing any

pollution; the waste washed into the sea

was generated by French atmospheric
testing, said Hernu, not its underground
test programme.

Fish Poisoning Rise Linked to Tests

Further disturbing evidence that the
French underground tests are dangerously
contaminating the Pacific marine environ

ment and food cycle has come from rec

ent South Pacific Commission (SPC) and
World Health Organization reports on the

ominous increase in the region of ciguart
era, the debilitating fish poisoning d

disease.

The disease may last for years, and is

sometimes fatal. Victims suffer severe

muscular and nerve pain, diarrhea and

paradoxical sensations (hot water feels

cold and vice versa). The disease is caused

by eating poisoned fish, which have be
come contaiminated as a result of eating

smaller fish feeding around ecologically

disturbed coral reefs where the ciguatera

microorganism has started proliferating

excessively. Experts who have studied the

cycle that produces outbreaks of the

disease believe that the ecological changes
associated with the increases in the cigua
tera microorganism may be due both to

natural causes (earthquakes, storms) and

manmade factors (pollution, shocks).

Once part of a coral reef becomes infect
ed with the' organism, it tends to spread

along the rest of the reef.

According to a SPC study in February

1981, there has been significant 'flare-up

of ciguatera' in the Gambier Islands, the

closest group to the Moruroa test site.

The epidemic was 'preceded by the mass

mortality of corals, which were found

still dead in most of the grounds'.

According to the report, 'human aggress

ion on the living coral environment' is

one of the most likely causes of ciguatera

in the Gambiers. Although the report

did not specify the human aggression of

nuclear tests to which it was referring,

the most likely candidates seem- to be

the pllution and seismic shocks emanat

ing from the Moruroa test site.

Anti-French Test Campaign Picks Up

A new movement is beginning to dev

elop amongst Pacific peoples to force the

French — and all other nuclear powers
—

out of the Pacific.

Early in 1982, 1000 Ni-Vanuatu dem
onstrated outside the French embassy
in Vanuatu against continued French test

ing. Later in the year, two protest yachts,

Pacific Peacemaker and Greenpeace III,

made separate protest voyages into the

Moruroa test zone. Anti-nuclear organiz

ations in Australia have launched boycott
actions against the. French airline UTA

and French products and services; and

further actions are planned at French

embassies in early 1983.

But the problem is not confined to

French Polynesia. Ocean currents sweep

past Moruroa to Fiji, the Cook Islands,

Australia, Papua New Guinea and New

Zealand. Migratory fish, such as tuna and

bonito, may become contaminated with

ciguatera toxin in French Polynesia, yet
be caught and consumed anywhere in the

South Pacific. Already there have been

unusual oubreaks of ciguatera in other

parts of the South Pacific, including the

Queensland coast of Australia.

Pacific people are demanding:
?

— Immediate cessation of French nuclear

testing in the Pacific;

??'..-
— Release of French Polynesian health

and cancer statistics;

— Compensation and adequate medical

treatment for all victims of French

testing;
— International monitoring of the health

and environmental effects of the

testing;
— A timetable for the granting of indep

endence to French territories in the

Pacific.

In a moving speech to the Pacific

Trade Union Forum in September 1982

Jean -Marie Tjibau, Vice-President of

the New Caledonian Territorial Assembly,

warned his audience of trade unionis

from all over the Pacific:

'The great ocean that surrounds us

carries the seeds of life. We must en

sure that they don't become the seeds

of death. These matters are our
'

reponsibility, and we must face them
to live and protect our lives.' .

by Michael Hamel-Green
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and a nuclear-free future
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A nuclear war between the superpowers using only strategic

weapons would take about half an hour to complete. The weapons

on the submarines off the coast of the United States and the Soviet

Union need only 10 minutes to a quarter o*f an hour to reach their

targets. According to the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency,
there are enough weapons to target every town and city with a

population oi 10,000 people or more. Nuclear reactors are aiso

targeted. Inside each thousand megawatt nuclear reactor there is as

much long-lived radiation as would be released by 1000 Hiroshima

sized bombs.
The National Academy of Sciences did a study in 1975 which

reported that if the superpowers used only 10 per cent of their nuclear

arsenals, that could destroy 50 to 80 per cent of the ozone layer in the

northern hemisphere and 30 to 40 per cent in the southern

hemisphere because of the nitrous oxide released in the explosions.
Some scientists predict that if 80 per cent of the ozone layer (which

protects the earth from the ultra-violet radiation of the sun) is

destroyed, it could blind every organism on earth, including the

insects and bees. This means the death of the ecosphere as we know it.

If people stay in the sun for half an hour they will get third degree
sunburn, which is lethal, and be blinded. Thus survivors will die of a

synergistic combination of acute radiation sickness, sunburn,
blindness, starvation, epidemics of disease (as bacteria mutate and

multiply in the millions of dead bodies to become more virulent while
our immune mechanism is depleted by background radiation). And

^
people will die of grief.

It is predicted that within 30 days after nuclear exchange 90 per
cent of American human beings will be dead. As Nikita Kruschev
said years ago, in the event of a nuclear war, the living will envy the

dead. President Carter stockpiled huge quantities of opium in case of

nuclear war — for euthanasia.
What is the etiology or cause of the present situation, within our

terminally ill planet? It's psychiatric. We're doing it. But how did we

let it happen? According to Robert Lifton, one of the reasons is thai

we practise psychic numbing. We block it out. We push it back into

our subconscious because we don't like to think about it. If we do

accept it emotionally, then it's like having to adjust to a terminal
illness. You might die in a year. If you understand this fact

emotionally, you enter the stages of grief. First there is shock and

disbelief — she must be mad. Anyway! one of her facts is wrong, so

I'll discount the lot. The next stage is profound depression, followed

by profound anger, followed maybe, eventually, by adjustment. The

human being would do anything to avoid those feelings. So we

practise psychic numbing.
fi

The possibility of peace,
indeed the survival of life,

appears even more remote in

an increasingly dangerous
world. The increased threats
to peace were named by the
Central Committee of the
World Council of Churches in

August 1981.

The Central Committee
noted:

. . . there has been intensification
of tension and the emergence of

disquieting trends:

a) concerted attempts to make

acceptable new strategies

concerning the feasibility of

nuclear war, and tendencies to

consider the possibility bTd'
limited nuclear conflict in .

which victory is assumed to-be -

possible. In particular we are
|

concerned by the development
,

and production in various

countries of new dehumanising
(

weapons . . .;
'

b) the inability, so far, to reach a i

positive conclusion to the I

post-Helsinki talks in Madrid
,

or European security and

co-operation reflects a

deterioration in East-West
relations which constitutes a

setback to detente and a

further obstacle to

'disarmament;
c) the continuation of violent

conflicts (in many areas of the
world)

d) the worsening economic crisis

throughout the world with

grave consequences for the

poor nations, resulting in

tensions within and among
nations

,.
e) the continuing stalemate of the'

North-South discussions on

global economic issues leading
to confrontation and the

reduction in aid to developing
nations in contrast with the

scandalous expenditures on the
arms race.

-0a« U.--U Wrefc, N«»»kH«* I /«1M .

Chemical and cluster bombs
In its savage bombing of south Lebanon, Israel

has admitted using US-supplied cluster

bombs, an antipersonnel weapon. Each bomb
shell contains 88 grenades, which explode
over an area 400 feet wide. The use'of cluster

bombs is one factor in the high number of

civilian casualties, since the bombs are useful

only against unprotected personnel. Victims of

these bombs require up to five doctors to

operate on just one person in an effort to

remove the numerous pieces of shrapnel.
Such casualties have a 50 per cent mortality
rate, and many survivors have had limbs

amputated because of serious bone damage
caused by the high speed splinters.
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While, no doubt, there is still much that is kept secret,

sufficient information about the functions of the U.S. instal
ations has been uncovered to lead the Australian Joint Com

mittee on Foreign Affairs and Defence to declare in its Nov

ember 1981 report Threats to Australia's Security: Their

Mature and Probability that 'It should be understood that.it

s the presence of the joint facilities and the role they could

o& called upon to play in the event of war between the super

Dowers that provides the risk of nuclear attack'.

Beirut civilians massacred
As the bombing and shelling pounded the
southern reaches of the city and steadily
inched northward into the densely packed
downtown area, the civilians crowded together
into smaller and smaller spaces. Casualties

correspondingly increased at a geometric rate,

with a single aerial bomb sometimes claiming

up to 300 dead and injured as whole apartment

buildings collapsed.
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'a8e 8 'Only madmen and lunatics can now call for another world war;

As for the men of sound mind. ..they cannot but be aware of the

fatal consequences of another war.'

Nikita Kruschev

Consider the present situation. The
, arms race is an expression of obsolete

cultural values. It is an institutionalisa
tion of the ritual 'defence' of inflexible

economic and social systems.
'

This
'defence' in fact undermines the econo

mic and social welfare of the citizens on

both sides of the arms race. It is in direct

conflict with the higher ethical and

religious values of the people such as

justice, co-operation, and freedom of

speech, and, indeed in the nuclear age.
threatens the physical survival of the

people and their social institutions.

Thus the arms race is a potentially
terminal cancer feeding on the body
politic. It multiplies on a basis of dis
trust, a feeling of individual and
national powerlessness, and a reliance
on force, coercion, and violence rather
than co-operation, agreement, and

negotiation to solve problems and
achieve social goals. It feeds on' and at

the same time creates secrecy, lack of

communication, fear, insecurity and

competition. It must therefore be treated

by treating these underlying social

conditions at the same time

In 1967, Secretary of Defence, Robert McNamara spelled

it out quite clearly. He stated that the destruction of one fifth

to one quarter of the Soviet Union's population and one half

to one third of its industrial capacity would mean its elimin

ation as a major power. This could be accomplished by

hitting. the top 100 Russian cities. These types of targets
—

populated cities and industrial targets
- are vulnerable to

missiles which do not need to be very powerful or particularly

accurate. It is estimated that allowing for repairs, misfires,

Soviet defences and a hypothetical Chinese threat, 400 U.S.

warheads would do the job. This number of warheads is to be

found on only three of the 31 current U.S. Poseidon missile

submarines or one of the new Tridents coming into service.
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New Technical Developments
The Trident class submarine at 171 metres long and 18,700
tonnes is comparable in size to the aircraft carrier HMAS

Melbdurne, an enormous size for a submarine. Its larger'5ize

(twice that of the US Navy's Poseidon class presently in use)
will 'enable it to carry 24 missiles (50% more than Poseidon).

Its size and efficiency of design and its special navigational

systems allow it a longer submergence period in over. five times
as much ocean as the Poseidon. This, along with an unmatched

degree of silence in operation, is thought to make the new

submarine virtually invulnerable — a feature with implications
for Australia which we will discuss shortly.

The most significant development of the Trident system,

however, is not the submarine itself, but the Trident missile.

The Trident 1 missile has a vastly increased range: 7500 kilo

metres as compared to the older Poseidon missile's 4600

kilometres. Each Trident 1 missile is designed to carry eight
100 kiloton warheads as compared to Poseidon's ten 40

kiloton bombs. With a smaller number of warheads even

greater ranges are possible. The very long range of the Trident
1 missiles enables US SLBM submarines to operate in a much

greater ocean area while remaining within range of their targets.

The eight warheads on- each missile are what is known as

MIRVs (Multiple Independently-targeted Re-entry Vehicles)
and each warhead can be programmed for a seperate target. At

100 kilotons, each warhead is over six times more powerful .

than the bomb dropped on Hiroshima. Experts consider this

high explosive yield essential for targets of the counterforce

strategy: missile silos with hardened protective shields.

An even more ominous feature of the new Trident 1

missile is its accuracy. The accuracy of missiles is expressed
as Circular Error Probability or CEP. The Poseidon missile has
a CEP of 560 metres - accurate enough for the cities and

industrial centres targeted under the policy of deterrence. The

Trident 1 missile is to achieve a CEP of 180 metres — accurate

enough for counterforce. -5' For the first time, with the

Trident, a SLBM can be used successfully against the small

target of a hardened missile silo. With the land-based ICBM MX

system also being developed for a similar degree of accuracy,

a first-strike technology, is now in existence. (See Table 1
)

The Trident 1 missile, however is an interim weapon, the

precursor to one with even greater counterforce capability:

the Trident 2 missile. The Trident 2, now being developed, is

to have a CEP of only 27 metres. Its range will be extended to

10,000 kilometres. It will have the capacity to carry up to 17

warheads, each of 75 kilotons — less powerful because they

are more accurate. As each Trident submarine will carry 24

Trident 2 missiles, this will mean that one submarine can be

equipped with 408 individually targeted bombs. Not only

that, the new missiles will be MARVed (Manoeuvred Re-entry

Vehicles); that is, they can be manoeuvred once they re-enter

the atmosphere to avoid defending missiles and to adjust their

flight path to achieve final accuracy. It is estimated that each

of these new warheads will have an 80% probability of des

troying its target — much higher than other warheads.

But how will these weapons locate their targets? What

systems will be needed for navigation, reception and trans

mission of firing orders, updating of warhead flight information

and communications? And with the submarines themselves

so invulnerable, the new missiles so accurate, will these

essential back-up systems become a target? With the deployment
of the Trident, these questions take on a new urgency for

Australia. -TisdeA+ &»«*- S Kee\
,
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'Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket

fired, signifies in a final sense, a theft from those who hunger and

are not fed, those who are cold and are not clothed. This world in
?

arms is not spending money alone. It is spending the sweat of its

labours, the genius of its scientists, the hopes of its children... This

is not a way of life at all in any true sense. Under the cloud of war, it

is humanity hanging on a cross of iron.'

President Eisenhower in
'

a 1953 speech

The image of the US as a 'pitiful,

helpless giant' has to be purged. Hence the creation of

the interventionary Rapid Deployment Force (see gloss

ary); hence the strengthening of relations with virulently

anti-Soviet South Africa and repressive ultra-right regimes

in Latin America and elsewhere; hence the determination

to demonstrate US resolve in situations like El Salvador.

The bogey of the Soviet threat thus justifies the trans

fers of aid, arms and the technologies of repression to

many of the most brutal dictatorships in the Third World.

However, since America's hegemonic power in world

politics has declined the US cannot control the Third

World as it once could. America's allies are increasingly

reluctant to aid and abet Washington's counter-revolutionary

adventures in the Third World — even Australia has refused

to join the Rapid Deployment Force. Today the US cannot

afford either the economic or domestic political costs of

massive interventions like that in Vietnam.

In this context resort to so-called Limited Nuclear

Options in Third World conflicts becomes a logical, if

somewhat desperate, contigency strategy. In contrast to

the Vietnam era the US now has precision theatre nuclear

weapons and a limited nuclear strike doctrine which ration-'

alises their use.' In March 1980, General R.H. Ellis of

Strategic Air Command revealed that the US already had

contigency plans for limited nuclear strikes against Soviet

military facilities near Iran in response to Soviet con

ventional military activity in the Gulf region. The whole

thrust of recent US strategic doctrine has been to make

nuclear war-fighting less thinkable - more usable and

hence, according to many critics, more probable.

ALGERIAN GENERALS'
REVOLT 1961

Until 1962, -Algeria was a colony of
France. Beginning in 1957, an armed

independence struggle was waged by
Algerian nationalists against French
settlers who were supported by French

military forces. By 1961, moves were

under way by the French government,
led by de Gaulle, to grant indepen-

'

i dence to A Igeria.

Leading sections of the French

military in Algeria, who were strongly

opposed to Algerian independence,
staged a coup on 21-22 April 1961 in

the city of Algiers.' It was rumoured .

that there would be an invasion of
France by the French military leaders

in Algeria in order to topple the

French government and institute a

strict colonialist policy.
The population in France demon

strated its solidarity against such an

invasion. French airports were shut

downgrade with Algeria ceased and a

one-hour strike was held by ten

million workers. Dissident elements
within the army in Algeria performed
noncooperative acts, largely by adopt
ing an attitude of mock incapability.

After four days the coup dis

integrated. Large-scale violence was

avoided and thus many lives saved.
It was largely the force of community
resistance which deterred the threat

ened invasion of France and caused

the collapse of the short-lived Algerian
Generals '

regime. _-

WHY IS SOCIAL

DEFENCE NEEDED IN

AUSTRALIA?

Social defence is not limited to

resistance to a full scale invasion.

It can be used to preserve threat

ened civil rights. Although mili

tary invasion or military take

over in Australia are unlikely,
any of the following could well

occur.

(a) A political coup which the
?

military does not oppose (as in

, 1975), but in which elections or

parliament are suspended indef

initely. Social defence could be

used to support demands for a

return to democratic principles.

(b) Acts of violence (such as the

Hilton bombing) which provide
an excuse for police or mili

tary powers to be expanded.
Social defence could be used to

preserve rights such as no arrest

without trial, the right to march

and congregate in public places,

and freedom of speech.

(c) Declaration of a state of

emergency following an attack

on a military installation such as

Pine Gap. Such a state of emer

gency could be used as a pretext

for suspending civil rights and

gaoling 'dissidents'. Social de- ?

fence could be used to challenge

government or military control.

The U.S. First Strike

'U.S. and NATO strategy allows for a possible
NATO first use of nuclear weapons, if that

should prove essential.'

Secretary of Defense

Harold Brown,
Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1980

'. . . the policy of the United States has never ?

been entirely to foreswear first strike. The
Soviets should be left with at least an

uncertainty in their mind as to what is the ?

real possibility — that if the United States is

driven hard enough, in various unspecified
ways we would indeed respond. That clearly
must be the U.S. policy, not to clearly
foreswear.'

General Lew Allen,
U.S. Air Force Chief of Staff,

during hearings of Senate

Armed Services Committee on

the Fiscal Year 1980 military budget

The same month, the editorial of the Belgrade Youth Federation

journal said,
'

. . . the revolutionary role of Yugoslav students, in our

opinion, lies in their engagement to deal with general social problems
and contradictions (among which the problems and contradictions of
the social and material situation of students are included). Special
student problems, no matter how drastic, cannot be solved in isolation,

separate from the general social problems: the material situation of

students cannot be separated from the economic situation of the so

ciety; student self-government cannot be separated from the social

problems of self-government; the situation of the University from the

situation of society. . .

'

(Susret, May 1.5, 1968).
—
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One excuse that has always been given by the U.S. for

continued military development and spending is the need to

'catch up' to a supposed Soviet lead. This rationale is belied

by the facts. The history of the nuclear arms race has largely

been one of U.S. initiative followed by Soviet reaction. Tech

nologically, the U.S. has led with such crucial developments
as the first atomic explosion (U.S. 1945, USSR 1949); the

first hydrogen explosion (U.S. 1948, USSR 1955); the testing
of MIRVed warheads (U.S. 1968, USSR 1973) and the intro^

duction of the Trident submarine. ^2) Similarly, in nuclear

weapons deployment, there has generally been a swing
between U.S. lead and US-USSR parity, despite U.S. allegations.

According to information supplied by independent defence

analysts, the U.S. is now set to increase its lead, both in terms

of technology and in numbers of warheads (see Tables 1 and 2)

to a point which would bankrupt the Soviet Union to equal.

The new technology, the increased military spending, the

refusal of the U:S. Congress to ratify the Strategic Arms Limit

ation Talks (SALT II), the talk of 'winning' a nuclear war -

all suggest that a new and more dangerous round of the arms

race is being launched. To attribute a stabilising, defensive role

to the U.S. Installations in Australia under these circumstances

is to distort reality and court destruction.

Take the Toys

from the Boys
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Does that title seem strange to you?

\ Persevere.

Sexism coves a whole lot of different
!

things, right? It's more than discrimin
? ation in employment, and it's more than

; treating women as sex-objects (although
both of these are very important). It's

different tilings for different people. So

too, 'Feminism' means different things

to different people. One tendency among

st men is illustrated by Ian Rout's desc

ription in the Orientation Handbook
of 'the inevitable noisy secateur-swinging

radical feminists whose zeal in removing
any material liable to excite young males

. from reach makes Mary Whitehouse seem

like Linda Lovelace'. One way men

can relate to feminism is to feel threaten
ed by it, to laugh at it, to trivialise it. Ian

Rout sees feminists as puritanical. This
,

puritanism and extremity is placed in opp

osition to a 'liberated' sexuality represen

ted by Linda Lovelace: who was exploit
ed, against her will, misrepresented, beat
en, and tortured, by. her manager, as we

know since her conversion to Christiani

ty. Males ('young' males) are innocent

and harmless, fulfilling biological imperat
ives, just excitable boys. Feminists are

noisy, i.e. don't know their place. The

violence so often associated with 'liberat

ed' sex is displaced onto the feminists,

who threaten, somehow, men like Ian

Rout. The association of feminists and

puritanism blurs over the fact that Mary
Whithouse and the Festival of Light etc.

are anti-women and as a consequence
vehemently anti-feminist: their .

'authentic' puritanism cannot tolerate

feminism's championing of women's own

needs,; desires and pleasures. Realising

that feminists are by no means anti-fun

or anti-sex, however, entails comprehend
,ing that feminism involves a selective

critique, and that everyday hetero sex

is by no means 'just good clean fun'.

Those who laugh at feminism are protect

ing themselves because they don't want

to confront the awesome realities of

power, right through all our lives, and be

cause that power benefits them. Femin

ism names, exposes and contests the

systematic oppression of women. One

way men can relate to feminism is to

fight it, to hold onto the power the

patriarchy gives them access to, and to

deny that they're doing any such thing.

And this tendency goes beyond laughter,

to violent and stupid abuse/threats, -*f

'she just needs a good fuck'.

But there are other ways men can

relate to feminism. This article is add

ressed to men who are opposed to sexism,
interested in and supportive of feminism:

which is not such an
'illogical' position

really. Let's consider a statement such as

'men have pow.er over women'. It doesn't

necessarily follow that all men like it that

way. Firstly, as a huge generalisation, it

crosses over the contradictions within the

group ''men' (since we're not talking con

spiracy theory , like, allthemeninthe

world-get- together -an dplanhowthey're

going-to-hold-onto-power). So, in fact,

patriarchy severely oppresses male homo

sexuals, denying their existence, and hat

ing and fearing them, repressing sexuality

in males towards the invocation of a raz

or-edged and desperately self-assuring/

demonstrating/citing . heterosexuality,
'

which has many costs. It's in this line that

patriarchy oppresses 'sissies', i.e. elimin

ates our gentleness and emotional open
ness. : :

Secondly, libertarian philosophy, and

a sensibility of equality and mutuality,
can permit us to understand what is

wrong with power, what it does to us,

how it corrupts us, how. unhealthy our

relationships are, when they're all tied

up with power. The satisfaction that can

come from attempts to give away power,

to cherish and respect the autonomy of

others, could be worth a lot of pain and

protracted struggles, with one's self and
with one's conditioning.

Thirdly, men might desire something
more human than brutishness: while men

are not oppressed by sexism in the same

way as women, they are alienated from

themselves by its stereotypes. The fight

against sexism, then, could offer the satis

factions attendant on a fuller emotional

ity (when one takes responsibility for

one's own
feelings,

and is less afraid of

vulnerability), a non-dominating app

roach to sexuality, and child-rearing.
And fourthly, there need not actually

be anything in it for men: after all,

'

there is more to life than self-interest!!

Maybe it's just a matter of justice, free

dom, and fairness: words that get used

pretty freely, I admit. But this means,

say, on a very day-to-day level (which is

still about as important as you can get)

male dominance of conversation (over
,

coffee in the ref, in tutes, etc.
etc.).

Might mention here the. competition \

amongst males for dominance, too: pat-
-

riarchy is divisive and competitive and

thereby unproductive. There are other

important day-to-day matters of justice,

such as, who does the domestic work? ;

Fifthly, on a slightly different basis

of 'disinterested support, for those of us

who are interested in theorising society,
or just trying to make sense of it, there's

the fact that feminism (as an anti-power
theory, variously the authenticated re

proach to or dismantling of the philos

sophies of dominance — i.e. founded in

experience? not represented and not acc

ounted for in patriarchal ideology, and

simultaneously being able to account for

the patriarchy in a way which dialectic

ally treanscends its self-consciousness (am
I turning into a Hegelian — naughty uni

versity student in-joke folks — and I apol
ogise for this unmanageable sentence)

gives a much better account of the

world: more lucid, systematic, refined,

morally and epistemologically sophistic

ated. As a praxis-based philosophy
of the oppressed it goes straight for

the blind-spots, distortions and contra

dictions of patriarchal philosophies, be

they fascism, free-marketeering, or a

generally sympathetic but too often gen

der-blind marxism. So there are advant

ages for men in reading groups on femin

ism, in understanding society and our

selves, and thereby being better able to

deal with 'reality'.

Geez, this article's bloody long eh:

and I've got heaps to go. Again, persevere.

Questions now are, how might men

who are supportive of feminism feel

about themselves? And what can we do

to change ourselves, and to change soc

iety? First off we might feel guilty*

when we wake up to what's been going

on, when we find ourselves doing bad

things. It is possible to freak out on

guilt, to a state of paralysis. However

guilt
is not inappropriate, even if it is

sometimes unproductive. It can release

a vast amount of energy, and dedication

to the strenuous efforts so often required

by the project of confronting and over

coming one's own sexism. Or we could

say, ah but society's to blame, I'm a pro

duct of socialisation. This is partly true

but often a pathetic cop-out .Or we can

say, I'm a victim too, having to struggle

to match those strongresourcefulindep
endent-and-heaps-of-machismo images;
men aren't allowed to cry, I'm oppressed
too. Which is again partly true but often
a cop-out. The 'answer' is probably just

an unending fight against all sorts of

complacency. A lot of critical' self
consciousness is called for: and we have
to learn to accept ourselves, at the

same time, so we don't gel disheartened,

so we keep trying, in fact, in all this eff

oft and vigilance, we need each .other.

We need support, each other's insights,
to share experiences, to learn to trust.

There are good reasons why men can't

be lead through feminism by women, i.e.

general inviability of mixed-sex discuss
ion when there is not 'common exper
ience' across genders, across mat abyss
of power, and anyway the fact that

feminists have got better things to do,

i.e. work with their sisters in women

only contexts where they can realise

their own strength without wasting en

ergy resisting 'masculine' habits. So We

Need A Men's Group.

Such a group could do a vast variety

of different things,i.e. whatever we want.

We could work on ourselves, we could

work on .reaching other men, we could

support (from our own perspectives)

campaigns of the women's movement,

we could just have fun (picnics, danc

ing, dinner-parties, games etc.). Whatev

er we want. Who is we: whoever turns

up to the meetings. In 1980 there was a

Men's Consciousness-'Raising Group at

ANU, formed in response to a predomin
antly anti-feminist group called Blokes

on Campus. The Men's CR Group in

volved two personal .discussion collect

ives, a' reading group, a media collective,

posters, picnics, a regular radio-program,

'Woroni' articles, cake-stalls, and a week

end workshop. At the end of the year it

changed its name to Men Against Sexism

and disappeared (or did it go under the

surface, in all its different directions).

1 r/|
Anyway: if you are male and support

ive of feminism and want to do some

thing about it, there'll be a meeting on

Wednesday the l£th of March at lpm,.
in the Counselling Centre (which is on

the first floor, over the Health Centre,

at the other end of the Bridge from the

Union building: the meeting's there

'cause there's a large comfortable space).

If you want to find out more informat

ion, you can ask at the Students' Assoc

iation Office (which is a very pleasant

place on the first floor of the Union

Building).
.

4f Alex Anderson
*
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from Community Aid Abroad
Southern Africa Newsletter.

In theory, apartheid aims to allow the

White minority to live physically separat

ed from the Black majority. In practice,

apartheid is the most tyrannical set of

labour controls ever used in modern in

dustry. By controlling all aspects of Black

lives, i.e. where they live, where they
wuiiv aiiu uiiuci wnai uuiiuiuuns, emu uy

maintaining vast Black unemployment
the South African government has

created a powerless, vulnerable, disen

franchised Black working class which is

ruthlessly exploited to produce wealth

and comfort for the country's Whites.

Within this system Black women fare ev

en worse than Black men. One of the

few types of work to which the labour

authorities will assign them is domestic

work. The alternative is a life of extreme

. poverty in an isolated bantustan.

South Africa's one million domestic

workers fall into three categories.

1 .legal' residents . of Black townships who

travel to the White suburbs to work.

2. live-in servants who come to White

households from townships and bantus

tans.

3. illegal workers who have fled the pov

erty of the bantustans to come to 'work

illegally
in the cities. They live in the

townships or in squatter camps outside

the townships. Some of them manage

to establish some semblance of family
life with their migrant worker husbands. ,

Domestic workers from this last category
live a precarious existence as they are

continuously harassed by the police. Fre

quently government bulldozers have been

brought in to flatten their homes and
force them back to the bantustans. (The
recent events at Crossroads which

prompted international outrage are an

example of this harassment.)
Maids and Madams, (Ravan Press,

Johannesburg), Jacklyn Cock's survey of
domestic workers in the Eastern Cape,
shows that the average wage is $6 for a

60 hour week. Leave entitlement is one

week per year and is taken at the employ
er's whim. Domestic servants have no

collective bargaining power, no job secur

ity, no unemployment pay, no regular

pay increases, no medical aid and no pen

sion. Live-in servants exist, isolated from

family and friends, in bare, cramped
rooms at the back of the white employ
er's homes. In some cases they are on call

to all hours of the night and some of
them work an 80 hour week.

Live-in servants are, by law, prevented
from having their children live with them.
Children have to be cared for by family
or friends, in the bantustans or

townships. Many domestic workers are

?nies and come to care for white child
ren knowing that their own children are

left unsupervised for long hours.

After working a 60-80 hour week and

often caring for their own families as

well, -domestic workers have neither the

time or energy for social activities. Jack

lyn Cock cites the example of a middle

aged woman's fear that her church could

refuse to bury her unless she attends

church. more often. This she cannot do as

she is only given one Sunday off in a

month. Her employer is one of the most

respected members of white Grahams

town society and high in the Anglican
church hierarchy.

It has been calculated that the least

amount of money required for a family

barely to survive is now about $50 per

week (Note: South Africa's cost of liv

ing and White workers' wages are roughly
equivalent to the Australian cost of living

and Australian workers' wages). On aver

age domestic workers have four depend
ants so survival is precarious. One way in

which employers provide some relief is

through the practice of 'paymentin
kihd'. The way the system' works is that

a clearly inadequate wage is paid. That

alone is the worker's right. Paymentsin
kind e.g. a uniform, food, second-hand

clothes, children's school fees, are

made at the employer's discretion

provided the service given is -judged to be

satisfactory. The employer feels bene

volent and magnanimous; the servant

hides her feelings behind a mask of defer
ence and earns her incremental wage by

sycophancy.. When payment-in-kind
?

includes payment of school fees, the em

ployer gains the right to decide when the

domestic worker's children should leave

school (usually very young). Employers
commonly take control when workers fall

foul of the pass laws as all Blacks do,

sooner or later. Gradually the worker
is forced to accept the status of an irr

esponsible child.

When sympathetically interviewed the

domestic . workers in Jacklyn Cock's

sample expressed clearly their frustrat

ion at the daily experience of the differ

ence between their own standard of liv

ing and that of their employers. They
bitterly resent their inferior status both
as Blacks and as women. They are not

confused or deferential, they are merely

trapped. In this respect they contrast

strongly with the white women who live

their lives in a web of justifications and

face-saving lies.

The Soweto uprising of 1976 was led

by the school-going sons and daughters
of Black workers. The spark which ig
nited the revolt was the gross inequity of
an education system which spends $800

p.a. on each White child and$52 p.a. on

each Black child. It would be wrong,

however, to regard the causes of the Sow

eto uprising as educational. Rather it was

caused by the very conditions of life

where everything is unequal, not only ed
ucation. Black children were all too aware

of the constant harassment and humiliat
ion of their parents who laboured in the

White homes and factories. Unwilling to

face this future themselves they conf

fronted the authorities in peaceful pro

tests. They were mowed down with
bullets.

Many student leaders from 1976 on

wards have fled the country to escape

imprisonment. They have gone to train

ing campus of the exiled liberation move

ments in order to equip themselves with

skills which would enable them to return

to their country and help to release their

parents and their people from

oppression.
?
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Australia, with its great natural wealth,

its developed economy and its skilled

workforce, could provide a full life for all

.
its people and help to end suffering every

where. It could do this while conserving
the earth's resources for future

generations.

But the capitalist svstem stands in

the way. It is s system run for the private

profit of a small owning class and is also

male-dominated and racist.

Moreover, this system is in the midst
of a chronic crisis which the ruling class

cannot, solve and which their policies

only make more destructive.

Glaring social inequalities confront us.

Australia's Gross Domestic Product is

$6,000 per head of population, but over

two million are officially classed as poor
'

and existing standards are being forced

down. Improvements in the lot of ordin

ary people are usually opposed by estab
lishment .forces and won only through
hard struggle.'

The deep-rooted problems we 'face

cannot be overcome by small reforms.

Their solution requires radical changes
in the existing structures, social ideas

and practices.

More and more people are beginning
to ask: Can our present social order cope

with technological change and the 'com

puter holocaust'? Can it provide work

for young people now facing a jobless and

empty future? Can it liberate women?

Can it end racial and sexual discriminat

ion? Has it any answers for the looming

energy and environmental crises? Will it

outlaw nuclear weapons and war? Can it

plan for the future to meet these social

needs? Can it grasp the opportunity for

advancing to a new society where the aim

will be the development of all-round

human abilities and self-expression? Can

it expand democracy so that people can

control their own lives, or will it go on its

authoritarian way with control from the

top by the wealthy, the powerful, bureau

crats, the' owners and controllers of

society?

The Communist Party of Australia

believes that these great problems re

quire the establishment of a new socialist

society based on social need instead of

private profit, a socialism which is

democratic and. self-managed, where

power is exercised by working people in

workplaces and communities. This new

society will combat and finally remove

oppression of all kinds.

Such a society can come about, we

believe, through struggles for democratic
transformation of all spheres of life —

workplace, community, family, political.

For generations, socialism has

provided the hope of ordinary working
people for such a society. But the un

expected development, strength and

flexibility of capitalism, the strength

and influence of reformism in the Aust

ralian labour movement, and the mistakes
. and disunity of the socialist movement

?/?? which were compounded by negative

features in various countries that took
the socialist road, have so far frustrated

those hopes.

Students and Socialism

With the development of capitalism,

education has become increasingly im

portant for training new workers, special

ists, professionals, managers and ruling

agents. On the average, people spend
much more time as students in a partic
ularly . formative period of their lives.

Students do not form or belong to a

class; they come from all classes and have

destinations to all classes. Students also

experience common situations. These, in

some cases, lead many to adopt militant,

progressive or radical positions. In other

cases, pressure to conform and concent

rate on the goal of a relatively privileged

job lead to acceptance and support of

the system.

'
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Primary and secondary students come

mainly from the working class and most

will become workers. Students suffer -

from authoritarian relations in the

schools, and from an education designed
more to make them accept their roles as

'cogs in the machine' than to develop all

their talents.

Therefore the nature of education
should be changed and democracy in

schools should be extended, giving stud
ents more say in their own education.

Tertiary students were once a tiny,

privileged minority from the capitalist

class and strata close to it. Now, though
these are still important, the majority
come from the new intermediate stata,

the intellectually-trained workers and, to

a lesser extent, the working class.

Before World War II, a degree gave the

expectation of high income and status.

Now, most students train for teaching,
scientific and technical work, administ

ration, public service, social work, the

. media and lower echelons of the pro

fessions. The character of these occup

ations has changed under advanced

capitalism. Relatively small professionals
elites have been largely replaced by workf

? forces tens of thousands strong, many of
whose conditions and interests have shifrft

ed towards those of other workeraA

This change, and the special effectU
of the crisis on these sections, have haaA

important political results in the tertiawV

institutions. / «

Moreover, many tertiary

students, like secondary schools leavers,
now face the menace of unemployment.

For these reasons, and because of the

key positions many will occupy, tertiary
students have a new importance' as a soc

ial force.

Already students have struggled again
st the way education is shaped by ruling
class needs and against cuts in education

expenditure. They have struggled for

greater educational democracy and re

form of curricula and teaching methods.

Tertiary students also play an important
part in various social movements, supply
ing many of their activists and leaders.

Other Social Forces and Movements

Capitalism not only exploits people
at work. It impinges on every aspect of

their lives. Thus people often enter into

struggle in their communities and in their

leisure activities. Movements and group

ings develop which may not belong dir

ectly to a class (students for example), or

may embrace people from different class
?

es and strata (for example, Black, nation

al, women's, youth, environmental,
democratic rights, peace and solidarity

movements).

Though the organised church is usu

ally conservative, upholding the present

social order, many religious people are

concerned about- social problems, adopt
ing progressive and even revolutionary

positions. These people are an essential

part of any broad alliance.

What the Communist Party is Trying
to Do

The Communist Party of Australia

(CPA) is independent of any foreign

political movement, nevertheless the CPA

has visits and exchanges views with as

many socialist And communist parties

as possible right lacross the globe. What

the CPA aims to no is to replace capital

ism with a needed, morally superior and

more peaceful docio-economic system

that we understand as eventually being

communism.

However to dispense with any unnec

essary misconceptions it should be made

clear at the outset that the idea of com

munism suitable fort Australian conditions
is not expressed by any of the various

forms of socialism existing in other
countries. Socialism is quite different

from communism wliich/it precedes. It

appears to us tn^l cornmunism does not

yet exist as anayjwuwUy&tfijTianywhere

inthe^jg^^-^
? -==*—

^^^
-**s*©Tie~cannot expect a society to\

quickly develop into communism but\\

when capitalism starts to become inoper-\

able society should expect to have the I

possibility of transforming itself into a I

self-managed socialist society. Such a 1

change is not unusual as it has already V

occurred when feudalism was transform- I

ed into early capitalism. /l

No doubt the I

old feudal lords and aristocracy claimed I

that society could not transform itself I

into anything else, but it had to happen.
A similar transformation is on the cards

'

today. We can expect the elements of

capitalism to deny this possibility be

cause they would deny anything to keep

their profitability. Through, callously

allowing unemployment to soar they in

effect deny the needs of humanity and J

of Australian families. However, thankfully./

£do

not have to leave the fate of society I

the hands of a minority of capitalists
—

J
s not up to them.

? ^**^-
The fatal flaw of capitalism is that it

attempts to place the interests of the few
over the interests of the masses. This it is

able to do only while there is sufficient

economic growth and truly this has been
the case for approximately 200 years, a

short time in world history. But the last

decade has shown just how contingent
this state of affairs has been.

'

Australia has relied on its trade for its

economic growth i.e. on the economic

fortune of; UK, USA and Japan. Large

profits were thus obtained and the Aust

ralian living standard rose quite quickly .

But now we ?find capitalism has led us

into stagnation and disintegration because

we are unable to compete as capitalists

for foreign markets and resources. The

ideas of capitalism are forcing Australia

to close down its vital industries — its

shipbuilding, its manufacturing and its

steel industry/Many workers consequent
ly face immediate poverty with no way

out.

The short reason for this is that other

capitalist nations are far bigger than we

are, and in seeking their own profits des

troy our needed independence and
economic infrastructure. Australia has in

the past quite logically aligned itself

with the capitalist west and allowed the

big western powers to lead us where they
liked. This resulted in substantial

economic growth but now circumstances
have changed

—

capitalism is ruining us all

at an alarming pace.

It is obviously becoming necessary for

society to start to develop all the forces

at its disposal to give concrete expression

of the majority need for self-managed
socialism. Capitalism is saying that

work must go, society must say that

capitalism must go.
We don't seek to build an alternative

to capitalism just because it is immoral

etc., rather only as capitalism goes into

its death throes do we seek to overthrow
it for socialism. We seek to build an alter

native economic system because the cap

italist economic system directly threatens

the living standards of the majority and
is taking the whole country down the

drain.

This can be done. A central role has

to be played by the trade unions as they

only can claim to represent the majority
but they cannot overthrow capitalism
even when it is in crisis. What we need

is a broad alliance that includes workers

and the participation of the social move

ments such as the women's movement,
the environmental movement and the

unemployed. These movements must also

realise that their aims are attainable only
if they are united with. 'a stronger, more

aware, trade union movement. This is

if they are united with a stronger, more

aware, trade union movement. This is

what the Communist Party is seeking to

develop; it seeks to give political power
to such an organisation of the majority
of Australians. The CPA does not seek

government itself but seeks to do every

thing to get this process going.

These concerns are further developed
I in the CPA publications; 'Towards Social
lism in Australia', 'The Workers Move

ment', and 'Women and Social Liberat
ion'. Available from Chris Warren of Toad
Hall and from Left Bookstalls on campus
and in Civic.

1 Following are some excerpts from the

jCPA policy document 'towards Socialism

tin Australia'. It was adopted at the 26th

\National Congress of the CPA in June

1
979. Although slightly dated now, four

years later, and being in no way compre

hensive, it does give some idea of what
/the CPA sees is wrong with Australian

'society as it currently is and gives a

glimpse of the society that could be in

a Socialist Australia. I have specifically

included a comparatively large section

/-n students due to its obvious relevance

to this paper. If you would like to ob

tain the full document that these excerpts

are from, or more specific CPA policy

documents on issues such as Women

and Social Liberation, Migrant Workers

and Ethnic ;

Minorities, and the Work

ers' Movement, they can be obtained

from the CPA Stall during O-Week. Please

also note that I have not included mater

ial relating to women's issues as this will

be the subject of a lengthier article next

Woroni.

M. Storey
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FOR SALE

Bicycle: Med. siz. men's frame, 10-speed.

Reasonable condition $75. Contact:
Harriet Grahame, N29. Bruce Hall.

Radio Casette Recorder (stereo) Philips;
six months old. Gd. cond. cost $149, sell

$60 ono. Phone: Lyn 43 3248 (w)
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Abridged from an article appearing in MERIP Reports, September-October 1982

Beirut during Israeli bombardment in mid 1982. Israel's attack on Lebanon resulted in 19,000 dead and 31,000 injured.

m m
? ? n June 12, 1982, over half a million people dem

^1 B onstrated in New York, calling for a halt to the

^^m^^ nuclear arms race. The demonstration was un

usual in its size, and even more so in the favorable media

coverage it received. About the same time, a few thousand

people in scattered cities throughout the country actively

protested the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and the barely
disguised US government support for it. A strong case can

be made that the latter actions constituted the more direct

and appropriate response to the very real danger of nuclear

war.

It is clear enough that existing arsenals pose an enor

mous hazard and that the new weapons systems now being
planned or deployed bring the world closer to nuclear war.

Efforts to reverse the escalation in the capacity for nuclear

destruction are imperative, but they are secondary to the

need to identify and eliminate the most probable causes of

a nuclear conflict. Any direct military conflict between the

superpowers is likely to escalate quickly to nuclear conflict.

Even if their nuclear arsenals were sharply reduced, they
would remain capable of devastating nuclear strikes. The

primary concern of those who hope to reduce the likelihood

of a nuclear holocaust must be to settle, or at least-limit, the

conflicts and tensions that threaten to involve the

superpowers. . .

The likelihood of such conflict in Europe today is very

slight. In many parts of the Third World, however, regional
conflicts or outside intervention threaten to engage the

superpowers. The most threatening examples are those of

the Middle East. The Israeli invasion of Lebanon provides
an illuminating case study. It falls only a few steps short of

engaging the superpowers, thus raising considerably the

possibility of nuclear war. This danger has by no means

passed. An Israeli attack on Syria proper could well lead to

?Russian moves in support of their ally. Even the hint of

such a response would bring in the United States in force.

Recall the October 1973 strategic nuclear alert, when it

appeared that the USSR might undertake some action to

enforce the ceasefire in Egypt.
To consider another possible scenario, the Israeli inva

sion may firm up Syria's alliance with Iran. The spread of

the conflict to Syria could drive Iran closer to the USSR.

This would be intolerable to the United States, yet coun

termoves might escalate out of control. Here, too, the

danger of nuclear war is appreciable. Israel itself is a nu

clear power. More than a few prominent Israeli and Ameri

can analysts have presented the case that Israel should

publicly adopt a military strategy of 'nuclear deterrence.'

The primary factor enhancing the danger of nuclear war in

Noam Chomsky is Ferrari Ward Professor of Linguistics at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. His many books in
clude American Power and the New Mandarins, Peace in the

Middle East? and, most recently, Towards a New Cold War.

the Middle East, however, is the US political, economic,
and military support for Israeli policy in the region, partic

ularly Israel's refusal to accept any meaningful political
accommodation with the Palestinians. The Israeli inva

sion of Lebanon was planned on the assumption of such

US political and, if necessary, military support.

No Concessions

Since 1973, Israel and the United States have been commit

ted to removing Egypt from the Arab-Israeli conflict. Only
after the October War were they willing to accept Sadat's

offer, quite explicit as early as February 1971, of a full peace

treaty that would turn Egypt into an American client state.

Sadat had proposed a settlement on the pre-June 1967

borders in essential agreement with the internationl con

sensus and the Rogers Plan that Kissinger had shunted

aside. Sadat's 1971 peace offer has virtually disappeared
from the approved history of the period, which prefers to

see the Egyptian president as a militant Arab who only
became a man of peace under the kindly tutelage of his

American mentors. Sadat made no mention then of Pales

tinian rights, allegedly the main source of controversy
since Camp David. At that time, the US and Israel as

sumed that Israel's overwhelming power required no con

cessions to Egypt. The shock of the 1973 war and its after

math led to reassessment. Sadat's earlier proposals were

accepted, though only in part. Kissinger's 'shuttle diplo
macy' and Interim Agreement were designed to exclude

Egypt from the conflict while leaving Israel in a position to

control the bulk of the occupied territories, in accordance

with the ruling Labor government's Allon Plan.1

During this period, it was necessary to fend off annoy

ing Arab efforts to settle the conflict peaceably, on essen

tially the terms proposed by Sadat in 1971, but now with

the added proviso of a Palestinian state in the West Bank

and Gaza Strip. In January 1976, the US vetoed a UN

Security Council resolution, introduced and backed by the

Arab 'confrontation states' and supported by the PLO,

calling for a two-state settlement, with recognized borders

and guarantees for the security and territorial integrity of

both states. This fact, too, has conveniently been removed

from historical memory— even Harold Saunders, former

assistant secretary of state for Near Eastern and South

Asian affairs, can write today that 'as long as no Arab

government but Egypt would make peace, Israel saw no

alternative to maintaining its security by the force of its

own arms.'1 2

The Camp David agreements carried these arrange

ments further, leading finally to Israeli withdrawal from

the Sinai after a 'national trauma' that appears to have

been staged for Israeli and American audiences. 3 The

completion of this withdrawal was one crucial event of

spring 1982. A second significant event of this period was

the virtual annexation of the Golan Heights. A third was

the implementation of the Sharon-Milson plan for sup

pressing any form of independent political expression in

the occupied territories. These policies led to the harsh and

brutal repression in the occupied territories (including the

Golan) that received some limited and inadequate atten-
I

tion in the US press when Arabs were killed outright. The
]

regular daily oppression and humiliation under the 'be- i

nign occupation' generally passed without notice, as has

been the case for many years.1

The next step was the invasion of Lebanon. Its primary
aim was to destroy the social and political structures of the

PLO, in order to eliminate any response as Israel proceeds
towards more efficient repression in the occupied territo

ries leading to ultimate annexation. A second specific goal

was to establish at least in the southern part of Lebanon an

Israeli client regime that will sooner or later provide Israel

with access to the waters of the Litani River, a long
standing aim of Israeli government policy, advocated by
Israeli planners at the highest level going back to the mid

1950s and in fact with earlier roots in Zionist thinking/'

Since early 1982, Israel has been seeking a pretext for

the invasion of Lebanon. Since none was provided, a pre

text was manufactured, on the plausible assumption that

any story, however fanciful, would be defensible in the

United States given the influence of 'supporters of Israel'

in the media and their past successes in constructing an

acceptable history. The attempt to assassinate Israeli

Ambassador Argov in London led to Israeli bombings with

many casualties. The fact that the PLO was not involved in *

this savage act was an irrelevancy passed over quickly
here.6 (Let us put aside the question of the appropriateness
of the response had the PLO been involved.) PLO rocket

attacks, in retaliation for the bombing of heavily populated
areas in Lebanon, then served as the long-awaited pretext

for the invasion, on the grounds that Israel was acting in

'self-defense' and could not tolerate regular shelling of its

northern settlements. There had been no PLO shelling of

Israel from the July 1981 ceasefire7 until May 1982 (in

response to Israeli bombing), while Israel had carried out

thousands of intrusions into Lebanese territory, air space

and territorial waters, and numerous other provocations,
such as sinking Lebanese fishing vessels in Lebanese terri

torial waters.'

Creating Opportunities

Israeli Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir, himself a former

terrorist commander, stated in Paris that 'The goal [of the

invasion] is to assure an end to terrorist attacks on north

ern Israel. As to the means for achieving this goal, rely on

us. We will find the best way.'9 The fact that there had been
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no such terrorist attacks despite apparent attempts to elicit

them was, as usual, beside the point. The New York Times

bluntly asserted that 'one need not approve every facet of

Israel's policy to see the opportunity it has created.'10 Sec

retary of State Haig explained that there is a 'great deal of

[US government] support' for Israel's justification of the

invasion, though 'some observers question [its] scope.'11

At this time the press was full of much noble rhetoric about

? hpw^aggressipri must_notbe allowed to gounpunished— in

the Falklahds, where the bloodless Argentine invasion

also 'created opportunities' for resolving a long-standing
dispute. Israel had undoubtedly been emboldened by the

absence of any US condemnation when Israel bombed Leb

anon with many civilian casualties on April 21, after a

PLO 'provocation'— an Israeli soldier was killed when his

jeep struck a mine within Lebanon.
'

The timing of the Israeli invasion may have been influ

enced by the fact that elections were scheduled for August
in Lebanon. One Israeli goal was. to ensure that Israel will

be in a position to determine the form of any possible set

tlement. Similar considerations may have been a factor in

the 1978 Israeli invasion. '-'

The Israeli leadership combined mass murder with self

congratulation. Its claim to be 'different' from other pow

ers in its profound respectfor human life has been general
ly treated with mock seriousness here. The New York

Times cites without commenta Jerusalem press conference

in which Imri Ron, a Mapam Knesset member and para

troop major who fought in the Beka'a valley and Sidon,

'spoke from a combination of political and military au

thority' about the 'clean fight' the Israeli army had

fought, 'taking extraordinary precautions to save civil

ians. 'i:tThis is not the perception of Madeline Van Voorst,

a Dutch nurse at the Palestinian Red Crescent Hospital in

Sidon closed down by the Israeli army. 'I was in Holland

during World War II,' she told a reporter, 'I know what

fascists are like. It's terrible that all these women and

children are being killed. Tell that to the world.' N But the
- paratroop major's version of what happened in Sidon is

nevertheless the 'authoritative' one, as far as our news

paper of record is concerned.* We are^therefore to ignore
the Israeli bulldozers a few blocks, from the hospital which

? 'carved out a ditch to be used as a mass grave for members

of the Palestine Liberation Organization and civilians,'15

among many other scenes that the media have recorded.

Though the final outcome is hot yet fully determined,
-Israel may well achieve its primary objectives. The next

,steps are easy to imagine. Israel will continue to move

towards annexation of the occupied territories, employing
whatever measures' will be necessary, in accordance with

the assumption of General Sharon that 'quiet on the West

? Bank' requires 'the destruction of the PLO in Lebanon.'16

-

*

A Belgian doctor who 'struggled to cope with wounded men, women and children' as

the Israeli army closed the institution stated that 'We had a good operation here. We

were doing surgery and everything' before almost the entire staff was arrested by the

Israeli army. (Michael Prccker, Boston Globe, June 20, 1982)Shipler(/Veu/ York Times,

.June 15) quotes the Israeli military governor of Sidon who closed the hospital: 'It's

obvious it's not a good hospital. At 1 1 a.m. today I had all the patients moved out to a

good private hospital, the Labib Medical Center,' not tainted by a Palestinian connec

tion. He had not ordered the arrest of a Norwegian nurse, though 'she is also a member of -

the PLO,' because 'we are democratic' and therefore 'we are not taking women.' A

Canadian and Norwegian doctor will be taken to Israel for interrogation and possible

imprisonment olong with Palestinian doctors, the Major added. Shipler visited the 'good
private hospital' where no one seemed 'pressed for time' and the director angrily
refused to take patients from the closed hospital: 'The first case I got from there, she had

gangrene all over her body.' Meanwhile one Belgian doctor remains in the closed

Palestinian hospital to care for 58 patients, some badly wounded, amidst 'a stench of

filth and rotting flesh.' This has merited little editorial comment here. This is also true of

subsequent reports by Norwegian and Canadian doctors that prisoners were tortured .

and beaten to death by Israeli soldiers. ?

Sharon's approach has the warm endorsement of New Re

public editor Martin Peretz, who writes that Israel should

administer to the PLO a 'lasting military defeat' which

'will clarify to the Palestinians in the West Bank that their

struggle for an independent state has suffered a set-back of

many years.'17

Wasting no time, Sharon dissolved the elected city

councils;of Dura aad Nablus in the West Bank, replacing ?

the city council of Dura by 'five Arab moderates.' ('Mod-
erate' is the term used for 'Arab collaborators' in the US

press.) An Israeli occupation official told the New York

Times that 'the moderates were now less vulnerable to

intimidation by the Palestinian Liberation Organization
because of the success of the Israeli invasion of Leban

on.'18

Longer-term planning is also fairly predictable. The

logic of both the Likud and Labor Party positions is that

Jordan must be converted into the 'Palestinian state' it

already is in Israeli propaganda. Then conditions can be

created in which the Arabs of the occupied territories (and

perhaps those of Israel too) will 'voluntarily emigrate' to

the 'Palestinian state,' as proposed years ago by the Labor

party leadership.19 This 'Palestinian state' will then be

hostage to Israeli attack, perhaps after such 'provoca-
tions' as those that sufficed to justify the Lebanon inva

sion to American audiences. Syria, for its part, Israel will

work to destabilize, so that Syria and Lebanon will be

restored to a system rather like that of the Ottoman Em- -

pire, broken down into local dependencies of an ethnic

religious character dominated by America's 'strategic

asset.' Similar plans are contemplated for Iraq, where Is

rael's interest lies in an eventual partition into Sunni, Shi'i

and Kurdish states, as observed by military commentator

Zeev Schiff.2' .

?

'

This is one motive for Israel's support for Iran in the

Iran-Iraq conflict. Another is that Israel perceives the pos

sibility of a military coup that will restore the kinds of

Iranian-Israeli relations that existed under the Shah. To

this end, it is important to maintain contacts with the

Iranian military. Jacob Nimrodi, formerly head of the Is

raeli Mossad in Iran under the Shah, expounded on these

possibilities over BBC radio in February 1982.21 On the

same program, the former Israeli Ambassador to Iran, Uri

Lubrani, explained that a coup would be possible if carried

ou£ by a 'relatively small force, determined, ruthless,

cruel,' led by men 'emotionally geared to the possibility
that they'd have to kill 10,000 people.'

Strategic Understanding .

The longterm objective may be an alliance of Iran (once
restored to the West), Turkey and Israel, ruling the region
in alliance with the US as the ultimate source of their *

power. 'The chance of strategic understanding among

Iran, Turkey and Israel should not be ruled out as some-,

thing that can surface again,' according to an Israeli 'ex;

pert.''2' Some Israeli commentators go
t

further stilK In

Kiuunim[Directions], the official ideological journal of the

World Zionist Organization, Oded Yinon suggests that

'the political goal of Israel in the 1980s on its western

front' is to dismember Egypt after reconquest of the Sinai,

overturning the 'mistaken peace agreement' with Sadat.

This should be no major problem, he suggests, since Egypt
is 'a corpse.' His detailed version of an Ottoman-style

restoration tor tne regijn inciuues the Arabian peninsu
la.*1 A plausible (though unstated) further consequence is

that Israel will control the region's energy reserves. A read

ing of the Israeli literature confirms David Shipler's obser

vation that '[a] sense of Israeli grandeur seemed to shap-

[its] vision' of what he calls, 'a more peaceful and stablt

Middle East.'21 '

.

_.^Qn .a still broader scale, this alliance may be extended tc

include South Africa, which has i been the recipient of direa

Israeli assistance in its own rather comparable efforts to

maintain instability and disorder along its borders.' It

appears that Israel and South Africa are also advancing
towards a large scale nuclear weapons capacity in their

joint endeavors, including development of neutron bombs,
missile delivery systems that can reach targets in the

USSR, and a wide range of strategic and low-yield nuclear

weapons.
2fi

Israel and South Africa are also reported to be

engaged in joint development of cruise missiles with

Taiwan.27

In the 1960s, Israel acted (with substantial CIA subsi

dies) to assist in US penetration of Black Africa. Israel

supported the regimes of Mobutu in Zaire and Bokassa in

the Central African Republic. Ugandan president Milton

Obbte charges that Israel helped install Idi Amin in 1971.28

The recent restoration of diplomatic relations with Mobuti.

is a step towards formally rebuilding these relations, which

informally persisted through the diplomatic break of the

1970s.-'!l

Israel also has increasingly come to serve US interests

in Central America. The new military regime in Guatemala
.

alleges that 'we succeeded because our soldiers were

trained by the Israelis. ':i0
Its predecessor, the murderous

Lucas Garcia regime, also benefited from substantial Is

raeli aid. Chief-of-Staff Benedicto Lucas Garcia stated that

'the Israeli soldier is an example and a model for us,' while

announcing that 'Israel provides us with military sup

port.'^'
' There is evidence that Israel may have provided

the technical assistance to establish an intelligence system
to enable the Guatemalan regime to conduct more efficient

control (in effect, massacre) of opposition elements in Gua

temala.1- According to the Israeli press, Israel served as a

conduit for Reagan administration funding for El Salva

dor in 1981 after extra funds were blocked by Congress.:!:l
US plans to use Argentina as a surrogate force in Central
America have foundered after the South Atlantic war. Is

rael might move to fill the gap, along with Chile, which is

eager to take on the role assigned formerly to Argentina in

US government planning. Since the late 1950s, the US

government has regarded Israel as an 'asset' in combat

ing radical nationalist forces in the Middle East that might
threaten US interests, increasingly so after the military

victory of 1967 and particularly after 1970, when Israeli

pressure was effective in deterring Syrian intervention in

support of the Palestinians at the time of the 'Black Sep
tember' massacre. Israel is working to extend its services

as a 'strategic asset' on a- global scale, in order to secure

US support for its own immediate objectives in the sur

rounding Middle East region.

As long as the United States provides Israel with the

requisite military forces, there is every reason to believe

that Israel will proceed along this path, risking expanded
war, which may engage the superpowers, leading to nu

clear war.

Two Camps .

Within Israel itself, opposition to these tendencies exists
.

but prior to this latest invasion at least it has been quite

marginal. 'This country is in two camps,' says one Israeli

sociologist, 'the people who want to talk to the Palestin

ians and the people who want to hit them. And the people
who want to hit them have won.'14 In fact; they had won

long ago. It was, after all, the Labor Party cabinet of Yitz

hak Rabin that rejected a proposal for Israel to 'announce

publicly its willingness to negotiate with any Palestinian

group that would recognize Israel, renounce the use of ter

rorism against this country and accept the principles of the

Security Council's Resolutions 242 and 338. ':lft The policy
of the Labor Party consistently corresponded to that of the

Rejection Front within the PLO. Nevertheless, it is true

that the voice of those seeking accommodation with the

Palestinians has increasingly been stilled. Attitudes seem

to be harsher among younger Israelis, so that prospects for

the future are dimmer still.

Rescue workers digging through rubble in search of Beirut massacre victims.
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One factor in this decline of 'the people who want to talk

to the Palestinians' is that their position has elicited so

little support within the United States. Israeli doves con

stantly complain that 'supporters of Israel' in the US are

in fact driving Israel 'toward a posture of calloused intran

sigence':Ui that will lead to its moral deterioration and very

likely ultimate physical destruction. A writer for Ha'aretz,

referring to the recent wave of repression in the occupied
territories, asserted that '[yjou American Jews, you liber

als, you lovers of democracy are supporting its destruction

here by not speaking out against the government's ac

tions.':n He goes on to explain the plans of Begin and

Sharon: to drive a large number of Arabs out of the West

Bank, especially those with a potential for leadership:

You activate terrorists to plant bombs in the cars of their

elected mayors, you arm the settlers and a few Arab

quislings to run rampages through Arabs towns, po

groms'against property, not against people. A few Arabs

have been killed by settlers. The murderers are known,
but the police are virtually helpless. They have their

orders. What's your excuse for not speaking out against
these violations of Israeli law and Jewish morality?*

The settlers, he adds, are 'religious Jews who follow a

higher law and do whatever their rabbis tell them. At least

one of the Gush Emunim rabbis has written that it is a

mitzvah to destroy Amalek, including women and child

ren.'** The Ha'aretz journalist adds that his journal has

a file of horror stories reported to us by soldiers returning
from occupation duty in the West Bank. We can refer to

them in general terms — we can rail against the occupa
tion that destroys the moral fibre and self-respect of our

youth — but we can't print the details because military

censorship covers actions by soldiers on active duty.

One can imagine what the file contains, given what has

been presented in the Israeli press, which has been much

*He refers to the 'Village Leagues' that Israel has attempted to implant in the occupied .

territories to displace the elected leadership. The Israeli press regularly refers to these

elements as quislings, and expresses considerable skepticism as to whether this tactic

will succeed. Israel diverts resources to these collaborators and blocks funds from else- .

where in the hope that sooner or later it will be necessary for the West Bank Arabs to

accept their leadership. There are many successful historical precedents elsewhere. On

June 19, a teacher 'was ahot[and killed] by supporters of the Hebron Village League as

he and other people in the village of Beit Kaher protested the linking of their electric

system to the Israeli grid,' regarded throughout the West Bank as a further step towards

annexation (New York Times, June 20, 1982). The protesters are termed 'militant Pales

tinians.' as contrasted to the 'moderates' of the Village Leagues.
On the immunity of the settlers, see Towards a New Cold War, afterword to chapter 9. A

more recent device for protecting settlers who attack Arabs is the proposal to transfer all

investigation of the illegal use of arms by settlers from the police to the military. Settlers

aimply refuse to cooperate with police, and the police do not 'dare question or arrest

Jewish suspects,' even one 'seen on television shooting directly into a crowd of demon

strating Arabs while soldiers stood behind him and were holding their fire,' the head of

the district council of a Jewish settlement near Ramallah, in this case (Amnon Rubin

stein, Ha'aretz, April 5, 1982, and Ha'aretz, April 4, 1982). For some examples of how

official investigators act to protect settlers who shoot to kill (even children), see Z vi Barel.

*

'Talking to a settler,' Ha'aretz, April 20, 1 982. This religious settler explains how settlers

employ random violence to keep Arabs from 'raising their heads.' Arabs 'adore power'
and will live in peace with Jews only when 'we show him that we are strong' by

beatings, shooting, vandalism, and a general pogrom-like atmosphere. All of this, and

much more, courtesy of the uninformed American taxpayer.

: 'Mitzvah is an act done to please God. Amalek is a Biblical term for non— Jews living in

Palestine— Eds.

more comprehensive and candid than the US press in this

regard. This topic should be a major concern of the US

press, in the light of the enormous contribution of Ameri

can taxpayers to maintaining the occupation.

The Disarmament Movement

and Israel

Several years ago, certain elements in the Pentagon began
to fear that the US had created a Frankenstein's monster

by flooding Israel with advanced armaments. Anthony
Cordesman, who had held a variety of high level adminis

trative and intelligence posts in the Pentagon, wrote that

the United States 'may now find itself aiding an Israel

whiclr may use its military strength to take permanent
control of former Arab territory in direct opposition to US

policy, and be locked into an indefinite cold war with the

Arabs,' using its military forces for preemptive strikes.

The US, he observed, 'has built up Israel into a state able to

wage aggressive war with minimal risk.' He analyzed Is

rael's overwhelming military advantages as a result of US

programs and speculated that Begin's 'election may well

have turned US willingness to supply armament to Israel

into a major national security problem. ':iS

The disarmament movement dooms itself to near irrele

vance if it disregards this and similar phenomena. The

Israeli invasion of Lebanon, and the policy context in

which it took place, provides one illustration of how a nu

clear war is likely to erupt. It is particularly significant foi

us because of the primary US role in support of Israel's

'civilized terrorism' over many years. There are many

other examples in the Middle East and elsewhere. Some

times the operative factors may be largely or completely
out of US control. In such cases, we can deplore ominous

developments and their human consequences but can do

little about them. Sometimes, as in the case discussed here,

the US bears a heavy share of responsibility for exacerbat

ing tensions and conflicts. Correspondingly, there is a

great deal that we might do to relieve them.

For much of the human race, concern over a possible

nuclear war may seem rather abstract and remote, a luxury

granted those who do not have to face starvation, state

terrorism, virtual slavery, military attack and subversion^
and harsh deprivation of minimal human rights as condi

tions of daily existence. These issues' must also be primary
ones for those who hope to. resist World War III in a mean

ingful way.

Those who devote their energies to these issues will

confront problems that are intellectually more difficult and

personally more unpleasant. A favorable media image, for

example, is reserved for those who1 do^ not threaten the

interests of established power. It is not difficult to under

stand why certain tendencies in the disarmament move

ment are accorded considerable respect, and receive much

applause in the ideological institutions. It is possible to

portray their concerns as self-serving, thus consistent with

the principle that we should be devoted primarily to our

own welfare. It is the expression of sympathy and concern

for the victims of our power that is intolerable to the ap

proved moral code.

A narrow focus on strategic weapons also tends to rein- -

force the basic principle of the ideological system,tmirrored
in the propaganda of our tacit partner in global oppression:
that the superpower conflict is the central element of world

affairs, to which all else is subordinated. In fact, the history
of the cold war demonstrates with great clarity that the

threat of the superpower enemy has consistently been ma

nipulated by each of the superpowers to mobilize its domes

tic population and recalcitrant allies in support of aggres
'

sion, intervention and subversion in its own domains, al

legedly in 'defense' against a powerful enemy bent on its

destruction. It also demonstrates that the primary role of

strategic weapons has been to establish conditions for

often brutal assault, against those who seek a measure of

independence, without undue concern that these actions

will be inhibited by countervailing forces. Again, this pat
tern is manifest in the behavior of both superpowers, each

of which cheerfully exploits the other's brutality. His also

reflected in the Pentagon budget, much of which is devoted

to intervention capacity.

The rhetoric of 'self-defense' may come to be believed

by leadership groups and the mainstream intelligentsia. In

th USSR, for example, these elements may be able to per

suade themselves that they are acting in self-defense when

they attack Czechoslovakia or Afghanistan. In the US,
heir counterparts may come to believe that the US was

acting in self-defense when it overthrew the government of

Guatemala or invaded Vietnam or bombed a defenseless

peasant society in northern Laos. In Israel, Indonesia and

elsewhere, naked aggression may likewise be seen as an

exercise in self-defense. After all, people are able to tolerate

only so much cognitive dissonance. .

The superpower conflict is real enough, but the true

history of the modern period is seriously distorted, in the

interests of the superpowers, by the simplistic interpreta
tions of the cold war system that suppress its functional

role in providing the framework for intervention and sub

version, employing the rhetoric of 'self-defense' and 'con-

tainment.' The potential of the mass disarmament move

ment is enormous. It faces a task of historic significance.
But it may fade away as quickly as it arose, with little

impact on the drift towards catastrophe that brought it into

being, unless it can break away from the assumptions of

the prevailing doctrinal system and devote its energies to

the more demanding and more uncomfortable questions
that this system is designed to mask. Ill

Aftermath of Israel's attack. More than half a million people were made homeless. Palestinians massacred in Beirut in September 1982.

Israeli nuclear plant at Dimona. |||p .
?
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PALESTINE- RESOURCES
j

1 . Palestine Information Office

j

2nd Floor, 109 Drummond St,

| Carlton, Victoria.

:

j

PO Box 97, Carlton 3053, Australia.

;,': Telephone (03) 347 4272.

|
Office of the Palestine Liberation Organization

|

in Australia.

I Charge d'Affaires: Ali Kazak.
!

2. Solidarity and activist

groups

|

Victoria

j

Jews Against Zionism and Anti-Semitism

; (JAZA),

j

PO Box 289, Fitzroy 3065.

Palestine Human Rights Campaign (Victoria),

PO Box 275, Carlton South 3053.

i

New South Wales

Palestine Human Rights Campaign (Sydney),
PO Box 1 46, Petersham 2049.

Also branches on several campuses.

Palestine Human Rights Campaign

|

(Wollongong),
PO Box 240, Warrawong 2502.

ACT

Palestine Human Rights Campaign (ACT),

PO Box 95, Lyneham 2602.

Western Australia
i

Palestine Human Rights Campaign.(WA),
PO Box 95, South Fremantle 6162.

South Australia

Palestine Human Rights Campaign (SA),
PO Box 135 Rundle St, Adelaide 5000.

Queensland

Palestine Human Rights Committee, :

PO Box 93, West End '41 Of.

: New Zealand

Wellington Palestine Group,
: PO Box 642, Wellington.

Palestine Human Rights Campaign,
; PO Box 68367, Auckland.

: Palestine Human Rights Campaign,

[

PO Box 291 68, Christchurch.

3. Films and speakers

Films and/or a, speaker is one of the most
'? effective means of raising the question of
;

Palestine in groups to which you belong. Films

and speakers are, in general, available from
the solidarity groups listed above. For films in

; Victoria, contact the Palestine Information

Office, listed above. Useful films are also

;
available from:

UN Information Centre,
GPO Box 4045, Sydney 2001 .

National Library,

Parkes ACT 2600.

Telephone (062) 62 11 1 1'.

4. Radio programs

Victoria

3CR (Community Radio Melbourne), AM

band, 837 kHz. Telephone (03) 419 8377.

The following programs generally cover the

Middle East, though not all of them exclusively:
Union Line 6.30am Wednesdays
Palestine Voice 8.00pm Wednesdays
Par Avion 8.00am Saturdays
Arab Friendship 5.30pm Saturdays
JAZA 1 0.35am every second Sunday.

You can become a 3CR Listener-Sponsor
and receive the CR-AM' program guide by
sending $20 pa ($10 pa concession) to

20 Cromwell St. Collingwood 3066.

New South Wales

2SER-FM (Sydney Educational Radio)

Telephone (02) 218 9993.

Middle East Program 7.15pm Mondays.

5. Periodicals — Australia

Free Palestine,

PO Box 97, Carlton 3053.

$8 for 12 issues. 12-page newspaper

published bi-monthly.

Middle East North Africa News,
GPO Box 271 OX, Melbourne 3001 .

$5 pa. Published quarterly.

Palestine (Sydney PHRC Monthly Information

Bulletin),

PO Box 146, Petersham 2049.

$1 0 pa (Institutions $20 pa, students $7 pa).

The National Library, Parkes ACT 2600,

publishes an irregular bulletin The Middle

East — a Select List of Publications Recently
Received1.

The Australasian Middle East Studies

Association, FIT Library, PO Box 64,

Footscray 301 1
,

also publishes an irregular

bibliography of available resources.

6. Books and information —

Australia
?

? A good range of books is available at the

more progressive bookshops in most cities

and on some campuses.
? Amongst the many titles now generally

available, the following are recommended:

DAVIS, Uri (1 977) 'Israel: Utopia Incorporated1

(Zed Press: London)
ELMESSIRI, Abdelwahab (1 977) The Land of

Promise — A Critique of Political Zionism1

(North American: New Brunswick, NJ)

GILMOUR, David (1982) Dispossessed:
The Ordeal of the Palestinians' (Sphere
Books: London)
JIRYIS, Sabri (1976) The Arabs in Israel'

(Monthly Review Press: New York)
LILIENTHAL, Alfred (1 978) The Zionist

Connection — What Price Peace?' (Dodd',1
Mead: New York)
PALESTINE BOOK PROJECT (1977) 'Our

Roots Are Still Alive — The Story of the

Palestinian People1 (Peoples Press: San

Francisco)

RODINSON, Maxime (1982) 'Israel and the

Arabs' Second Edition (Penguin Books:

Ringwood)
ROKACH, Livia (1 980) 'Israel's Sacred

Terrorism — A Study Based on Moshe

Sharett's Personal Diary and Other
Documents' (Association of Arab-American
University Graduates: Belmont, Mass.)
SAID, Edward (1980) The Question of

Palestine1 (Vintage Books: New York)

SAYIGH, Rosemary (1979) 'Palestinians:

From Peasants to Revolutionaries' (Zed
Press: London)
WEINSTOCK, Nathan (1979) Zionism: False

Messiah1 (Ink Links: London)
ZUREIK, EliaT. (1979) The Palestinians in

Israel
— A Study in Internal Colonialism1

(Routledge & Kegan Paul: London)

? The following books are available by mail:

'A People Dispossessed', published by PHRC

(Victoria). 36pp photo-essay of the

Palestinians. $2.70 posted from PHRC,
PO Box 275, Carlton South 3053.

'Nazi-Zionist Collaboration', published by
JAZA and BAZO. Fully documented evidence

on collaboration between Zionist and Nazi

leaders in the Second World War, originally

prepared by JAZA for the Australian

Broadcasting Tribunal Inquiry into 3CR

Community Radio Melbourne. 120pp.
Available for $3.70 posted from Alternate

News Service, PO Box 89, Clifton Hill 3068.

? Background information on the churches

and the Palestine question is available from

the Australian Council of Churches, PO Box

C1 99 Clarence Street, Sydney 2000, and

ACC, 100 Flinders Street, Melbourne 3000.

7. Periodicals — overseas

Journal of Palestine Studies,

POBox 1 1-7164, Beirut, Lebanon.

$US1 8 one year, $US35 two years, $US50
three years; airmail per year, add $US5.
Academic quarterly on Palestinian affairs and

the Arab-Israeli conflict. Back issues also

available. French language quarterly 'Revue

d'etudes Palestiniennes1 now also available.

.MERIP (Middle East Research and

Information Project),

PO Box 1247, New York NY 10027, USA.

$US1 7 one year, $US31 two years; airmail per

year, add $US1 5.50. Left-wing academic

journal published nine times a year. Focuses

on political economy and popular struggles of

contemporary Middle East. Distributors for

Zed Press. Booklist and back issues also

available.

..Al Fajr,

2025 Eye St, NW, Suits 902,
?

? --

-.

Washington DC 20006, USA.
$US75 pa. English weekly summary of the

daily Palestinian 'Al Fajr1 newspaper.
Sometimes irregular appearance due to Israeli

censorship and banning orders.

The Shahak Papers,
PHRC, 1322 18th St NW, Washington DC

20036, USA.
$US25 pa. Bimonthly. Translations from the

Israeli press by Dr Israel Shahak of the Israeli

League for Human and Civil Rights.

Incomparable source material.

Report on the Palestinians under Israeli Rule,
BP 130-10, 75463 Paris, Cedex 10, France.

$US50 pa. An exhaustive analysis of the

Israeli mistreatment of Palestinians under .

occupation, compiled from over 30

newspapers and periodicals.

Free Palestine (UK),
PO Box 492, London SW19 4PJ, UK.

£7 pa. Monthly tabloid newspaper.

Khamsin,
Ithaca Press, 13 Southwark St, London SE1 ,

UK.
£UK9forthree issues. Asocialist journal of the

Middle East, produced by Jews and Arabs.

Middle East International,

21 Collingham Rd, London SW5.UK.

$US120 pa airmail. Fortnightly news

magazine, perhaps the most valuable regular

publication on. the topic.

8. Things to do

? Join one of the solidarity groups listed

above. These groups can provide literature,

speakers and films, and organize a number of

public activities.

? Raise the Palestinian issue in the

organizations to which you belong — unions,

community groups etc. Distribute literature,

arrange for films to be shown, have the

organizations endorse and participate in

1

solidarity actions.

? Help financially. Palestinian solidarity

groups rely on contributions from members

and the general public to finance activities.

? Write/complain to the media about blatant

examples of racist and anti-Palestinian bias.

It is generally better to phone the electronic

media and write to the daily newspapers. Write

to your local parliamentarian, and/or the

Minister for Foreign Affairs expressing the

viewpoint of organizations to which you

belong, etc.
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AUS Women's Department, 95 Drummond Street, Carlton, 3053.

If you are being sexually harassed at

university or at work — that means any

repeated or unwanted sexual comments,
looks, suggestions or physical contact that

you find objectionable or offensive and
causes you discomfort there's little you
can do about it. If there are understanding
women around, it's best to tell them about
it rather than men because men tend to

believe it's trivial and hysterical.

Women's groups should compile black
lists of lecturers, staff and students as well

as companies known to indulge inparticul-'

arly bad forms of harassment. It's been
done before at universities and colleges

where certain academics have raped or

abused women during their studies.

In Japan a group of women fed up with
the bosses advances have taken to storm

ing the office and confronting him in front

of other workers. That's one way, but it

probably won't get your job back, how
ever it will be satisfying!

If the women wishes
to pursue the allegation, the committee

invites the employer to present his side of
the story . . . and admits that's- the end
. . . because what man wouldn't deny such

an accusation.

One trade union which recognises the

problem is the Liquor and Allied Trades

covering women who work in hotels and
restaurants. Linda Rubenstein who I
works with that union and who's
researched the incidence of sexual harass

ment, says women in the Liquor and All
ied Trades particularly

?

suffer. They're
likely to be asked to present a sexy image
to customers, to make themselves available

to the innuendo or straight out advances in

order to sell the business. Linda says the

complaints often come after a woman has
left a job because she's fed up and insulted.

But she says most women wouldn't get to

that stage .;?— they'd rather put up with it

and save their jobs, because work is getting

harder to obtain.

WARNING - STOP SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Your actions/words constitute Sexual Harassment.

Sexual Harassment occurs when men use their power as men and/or their power

positions as tutors, academics or employers to sexually coerce women.

You have used your priveleged position against a woman.

This is your first warning. The next woman or the next time, we will not be so

willing to explain our anger: legal redress can be taken.

Produced by AUS Women's Department, 207 Lygon St., Carlton, 3053.

Remember going to that first class
. . .

fighting the nerves . . . wondering what to

say . . . wondering if you had dressed

suitably and wondering whether you were

the only person who didn't know anybody.
If you think you've got past first base

because you're at university
— think again.

Women in residences, libraries and class

rooms, like those in paid employment put

up with sexual harassment every day.

Many women feel guilty at the thought
of complaining about wolf-whistles and

stares or the pinch on the bum, or the

sexual comments about their bodies

(the offender with the smile on his

face says it's all in fun) because they act

ually believe they may have encouraged
the advances.

The Unemployed Workers Union

has countless stones of women in a hope
1

less bind in their workplace where sexual

harassment occurs. Women are scared to

leave their jobs voluntarily because of the

waiting period to get unemployment bene

fits.

In case of complaint, the federal govern
ment has set up a special committee to'

look into it. Investigation shows the Dis

crimination in Employment group has

done nothing to bring these cases to
light,

but I'm told they're working on policy at

the moment. The committee's term of

reference doesn't even -include sexual har

assment — it loosely covers race, colour,

sex, religion,
national extraction, political

opinion and social origin. One' committee

member said that women would almost

certainly be counselled out of taking the

complaint further, again, because it would

be so hard to prove.

Women who are sexually harassed have

little chance of legal redress. Formal com

plaints often result in defamation actions

being taken against the woman who has

'damaged' the good name and character of

her teacher, co-worker or boss. Women

may take their complaint to the Commiss

ioner for Equal Opportunity who has more

power than the Discrimination Committee.

There's some value in doing this because

the Commissioner is compiling statistics

about it, and the more complaints that

come forward, the more it can be driven

home that this problem is rampant.

In the United States women have be
gun to prosecute employers. Fortunately
the nature of. the American legal system
gives women a better chance of succeed

ing. The Australian legal system seems to

work for narrow concerns and doesn't have
the scope for sexual harassment actions.

In the Canberra College of Advanced

Education, a year long campaign by the

campus Women's Group has resulted in

initiatives to set up a Sexual Harassment
Grievance Procedure in the College Ad
ministration.

The ANU union Board of Management
is currently examining a' proposal for a

grievance procedure for union staff'

The Administration' of this University

has no sexual harassment grievance proced
ure. Women on Campus is considering in

vestigating the issue of sexual harassment

at this university. If any women have

comments, questions, or would like to

contribute, come along to Women oh

Campus, 1 pm Wednesdays in the

Women's Room, or ring the Students'

Association Office.

WOMEN'S SELF DEFENCE \
A 12-week programme will probably \

be offered on \

Mondays 7.30-9.00
or Thursdays 5.30-7.00

$5 unemployed, $ 1 0 employed /
(Contact Lea Collins, Activities Officer /

^
ANU Union, 49 2386) /

FANG \

Feminist Anti Nuclear Group

speaking at

NATIONWIDE PEACE RALLY

March 27th
/

War Memorial /

WAR
*

Women Against Rape
meet every Monday

at 7.30
in the Women's Centre I

\- to discuss 1983 Anzac Day /

On March 19-20 there will be a

CONFERENCE ON RAPE
run by the Rape Crisis Centre

registration $7.50. ring 47 8071
i for more information

v
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sexism

c£.ae.
Canberra College of Advanced Educat

ion produces an Orientation Handbook
called Survive. On the page headed/Wom
en's Issues' it features a picture of a nak
ed woman with her body divided up as if

to show different cuts of meat. The com

plaints from Women on Campus (CCAE)
about this graphic were an article headed
'Men' suggests that AUS should support
i\ape on uemanu.

A woman I spoke to from .the College
told me she was 'insulted and angry' that

such material was published, and that

she is anxious to change attitudes on that

campus.

There is no formal redress to prevent
sexist publications at the CCAE. Women
on Campus at the College have written to

CeA2:SA£tXMI (tlisir ,:csp;incr), their SA

President, and the Director of Student
Media, but their main hopes lie in the

possible election of better editors of
CCAESAR IAN this.year. Hopefully they
would not print any more of this kind of
offensive material.

The woman 1 spoke to thought Survive
reflected a very -thoughtless, approach ..to

a very serious issue. It must be stressed,
time and time again, that RAPE IS NOT
A JOKE. Ther is an atmosphere of 'pre-

vailing, ockerism' at CCAE, which means

that it is easier to be a knocker than a

progressive. This is unfortunate.

At ANU, we should-rcmember that al

though the left can prevent such public
ations now, and work to counter sexist

attitudes, none of us can afford to be

complacent.

Helen Campbell
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At the start of 1982 a group of stud
ents decided to resuscitate the Economics

Society from several years of deathlike
?

inactivity. The exhumation was not just
ified by the desire to get our bony fingers

into the Society's bank account (unfort
unately, the cupboard was bare) but in

response to a build-up of frustration over

certain social and academic aspects of

the Economics Faculty.
The 70 students and staff at the first

meeting (numbers were buoyant because
of an intense dissatisfaction with the

Eco.III assessment scheme, a scheme

which was changed in response to student

. pressure) the following aims for the Soc

iety were accepted without dissent.

1 . To promote the social and intellectual

interests of Economics students.

2. To foster discussion about the action

upon:

(i) the presently biased course content;

(ii) assessment methods;

(iii) teaching methods;

(iv) teaching quality;

(v) staff-student ratios;

(vi) failure rates;

(vii) co-operation with other faculties;

(viii) other areas of student concern.

Intellectual Interests

The promotion of the 'intellectual

interests' of Economics students was

strongly linked to attempts aimed at

overcoming the very obviously biased

course content. These included the show

ing of a couple of films (one dealing with

multinational companies, the other a

humourous satire on Australia's econom

ic system). , getting Dr Bob Gregory to

discuss the Australian Labour Market

and, along with the Education Collect

ive, setting up the Economics Reading

Group (the Reading Group studied the

myth of 'positive economics' and ex

amined some of the differences between

neo-classical, neo-Ricardian and .neo

Marxist economics). With a bit more

organization and the help of some peo- .

pie with training wider than ANU's neo

classical economics, we hope that 1983

will be even more successful. Everyone is

encouraged to read the critique of the

Economics Faculty in the Counter-Course

Handbook, and consider coming along to

the Political Economy Reading Group.
This group will not be so rigorous or

esoteric as to exclude everyone except
the Samuelson's of this world — first year

economics students and students from

other faculties are encouraged to attend.

The timing of the next discussion will be

advertised, so keep you eyes open!

Representation

The second major area of activity was

obtaining a full quota of active Economic

student representatives on the Economics

Faculty Education Committee, the

Economics Faculty, and the Board of the

Faculties. This type of active student rep

resentation is essential in meeting the

aims of point 2 above. Most students

pass .through uni with an unhealthy ignor
ance of the committees which determine

. the 'what, when and how' of their units.

The issue, of whether a Bachelor of

. Commerce should be introduced was only
taken back to students for their views

after some students had riased strong ob

jections at the Board of Faculties. Other :

issues presently being considered include

whether Economic History, Public Econ

omics and Mathematical Statistics should

all be moved into the Economics Depart
ment, responses to the continuing high

wastage and failure rates in Eco I, chang
'

ing the grading system to . allow 'pass'

students to receive Cr, D and HD etc.

etc. These issues are important for

students and we hope to have a say in the

choices made. Unfortunately most of last

year's student representatives have grad

uated, and will not be replaced until after

several important choices have been

made! The timing problems of gain

ing an effective student voice.

Social

In attempting to meet the social part

of .the above aims, the Society organized
several BBQ's and 'chicken and wine'

functions, all of which were very success

ful and had attendances of 60 to 100

students and staff. AISEC became more

involved as the year progressed, and in

the spirit of continuing co-operating, the

BBQ for newcomers was held on Friday

11th March. The Economics Society's

co-operation with A'ISEC (n.b. a situation

of enjoying economies of scale and

having nothing to do with collusive mar

keting behaviour) will continue with two

more social events planned before the end

of first term.

Anyway, the Society encourages new

members and hopes that students will feel

free to participate in the various

activities.
?

Don't forget the first Economics Society

Meeting at 2pm on Thursday, 17th March

in the Union's Meeting Room (next to

Knotholes Bar)

Cheese and wine will be provided. Come

along with your ideas or problems with

the Economics Faculty.

FROM TEXAS INSTRUM ENTS~THE PEOPLE WHO
~

INVENTED ELECTRONIC HANDHELD CALCULATORS

Students and graduates working in - ?'

the scientific, statistical and engineering ..: ?

disciplines will find these new TI advanced

scientific calculators an invaluable asset.
'

TI have developed them specifically t ???-
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NOT A COMPLIMENT...
not a joke!

SEXUAL HARASSMENT

One concern of many people on our

campus is that there should be no 'sexual

harassment'. I do not believe that this is

a major problem at the present time, but
I recognise that even one case of improper
behaviour of one individual towards an

other is a very serious matter for that in

dividual. I would like it to be clear that

any member of staff (academic or gener

aij, \ji aiiy jiuutm mhjujlu icci ticc iu piu

test about any such harassment. An

individual might be very reluctant to do
so but he or she might, thereby, help to

avoid similar improprieties in future. One

problem is the question of whom to see.

I do not think that there should be only
one channel of communication and red

ress of grievances. Thereform may I sugg

est mat the following offices and individ

uals are appropriate for discussing any

cases which arise:

The Office of the Dean of Students

Wardens, Masters and Heads of
?

- Halls, Colleges and Residences

President of the Students' Association

Di Riddell, Admin. Secretary, Stud
ents' Association

?

Counselling Centre .

Dean of Faculties

Heads of Departments
Health Service.

The Chaplains

This list is not meant to be exhaustive.

If disciplinary and/or legal action is

required the University has appropriate

committees and mechanisms for such

matters, but I think these problems

should be dealt with directly and inform

ally in the first instance within our own

'household'. The Office of the Dean of
Students and the Office of the Assistant

Vice-Chancellor will be able to proceed
further. In any case, these are matters

of the greatest personal confidence.

I have been reluctant to create any

kind of formal committee or organisation

to cope with any such problems which

arise,
as I believe we already have a well

linked and very caring community
which will try to resolve, all such prob
lems. Anyone who wishes to discuss these

matters should seek what seems for him
or her the most appropriate channel.

We wish to assure staff and students that

the utmost discretion will be shown in

every instance.

Hector Kinloch Dean of Students.
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liiLi WA1uj: a filivi AbouT wiMMiN by men.
Lisa Macdonald

Pink Floyd's 'The Wall' is a technically

superb and powerful film which captures

and conveys the immediacy and horror of

alienation in our society better than any I

have seen.

It is also, however, an unqualified ex

ercise in misogyny which left me, as a

feminist, largely untouched by the signif

icant merits the film would have
otherwise possessed.

The fact that a popular film contains

all those ideologies which distort and op

press femininity does not in itself surprise
or anger me. After all, an analysis of most

films on the market today would reveal

an abundance of sexism in each. What in

spires me to write something about the

sexism in this film in particular, is that,

naively, I did not expect to see misogyny
take such a central and powerful place in

a film which is,
on other levels, quite

progressive. 'The Wall' is not sexist in the

usual sense of portraying wimmin as

weak, passive and submissive creatures.

Nor is the explicit violence, of which

there is a great deal, directed solely or ev

en primarily at wimmin. (Those scenes

in which wimmin are brutalised are pre

. sented in the context of fascist violence

which is indiscriminately directed at

all 'deviants'). Rather, it is at a more

basic, almost sub-conscious level that

the misogyny is located and conveyed
in this film.

The fact mat the wimmin-hatred in

'The Wall' is less focussed or overt does

not lessen its impact
—

it may in fact

enhance it. This is because although
someone may, if they wish, reject images
and ideas which are explicitly presented
on film (or elsewhere) and can therefore

be interpreted and assessed, it is much
more difficult to debate and reject sets

of ideas which are conveyed in a less tang
ible, clear and accessible manner. In the

case of The Wall', it seems to me likely

that most viewers will not even conscious

ly perceive the misygyny presented, let

alone reject it. Instead, I fear, the power
ful images of wimmin as the embodiment
of evil will merely be absorbed and dig
ested at an unconscious level adding to

the stockpile of distorted and oppressive

images of wimmin which are constantly

being presented and accepted by most

people in our society.

Some examples of the subtle but

powerful imagery which conveys the

wimmin-hate mentality in 'The Wall'

will help to clarify why this film is

oppressive and dangerous for wimmin,.
despite its 'radical' nature.

Consistent with a fascist mentality,

'The Wall' presents sex as the root of
all evil. Deriving from this basic tenet,

and assuming mat age-old notion of
wimmin as temptresses and castrators,

the film successfully locates in womin

hood the source of all our social ills. It

tells us, through both characterisation

and graphics, that wimmin are quite clear

ly dangerous and destructive and must

in turn be destroyed. Some examples:

1) As is amply illustrated in the fairy
tales, nursery rhymes and humour of
our culture, mother, the nurturer and

protector, reigns supreme in the evil

stakes (in this case it is Pink's mother ).

She is the most powerful brick in the

wall, passing on all her fears, woes and

suffering to her children, thereby retard

ing her (male) children's independent
growth by suffocating them' spiritually

with unbounded love and protection.

Mothers, 'The Wall' tells us, are, all in all,

a regressive and soul-destroying influence.

Therefore, not only . must the apron

strings be cut, but her power completely
destroyed. Such images are far from new,

but they seemed to be particularly power

ful in this film.

2) Wives/lovers too are evil creatures acc

ording to 'The Wall'. Unlike mothers,

they do not strive to grasp, protect and

cripple their wards. Rather they seduce

and discard men as they please. The

infidelity of wives/lovers, the fact that

they leave their men when they are most

needed by them is proof of wimmin's

(in this case Pink's wife) hedonism,

selfishness and faithlessness: in short,

their basic evilness. It is interesting to

note that while men are encouraged by

this film to cut the strings which tie

them to their mothers in the name of

self-preservation, for wimmin to cut

loose from destructive relationships is

deemed immoral, being interpreted in the

context of sexual promiscuity.

3) It is not only, however, the independ
ent sexuality of wimmin as wives and

lovers which threatens and destroys men

in 'The Wall'. That overworked old myth
of wife as nagger also plays a significant

part. It is quite clearly reasoned in this

film that men are driven to repressive

practices by the perpetual nagging of

their wives at home. The school teacher

in 'The Wall' for example, who beats his

children daily
— and is

finally destroyed
by them for doing so — is only taking

out his frustrations on his class after

bgjng constantly verbally lashed by his

wife. Again, the womin is ultimately to

blame. Despite the fact that the image of
wimmin as 'fish-wives' who drive their

husbands to their graves has been flogged

almost to death, it seems that it is still ?

used to great effect.

4) Finally, in addition to presenting an

array of basic evils inherent in the various

categories of wominhood featured in this

film, 'The Wall' also contains a series of

very colourful and
'

complex graphics

which serve as the climax for the

misogynist theme throughout. As the film

progresses, the interspersed graphics be
come more powerfully and explicitly

sexual — usually featuring disembodied

vaginas and penises in the guise of 'plants'
'

and naked female bodies which are some

times contorted and distorted almost

beyond recognition. In one of the graph
ics a vagina is cleverly transformed into a

huge and evil serpent (again a sexual im

age) who proceeds to chastise and terror

ise the young Pink into submission as he

attempts to find an escape from the wall

surrounding him. In all others, with only
one exception, the images of fucking in

volve the vagina engulfing the penis
—

violently and quickly
— with the united

whole becoming an unquestioningly evil

beast. It is the vagina which is very clear

ly the seducer and aggressor in these

scenes,, during which it grows to a size

far greater than the penis and finally

overpowers and apparently destroys it.

Not only do these graphics affirm the

destructive power and evil of female sex

uality which is conveyed by the live

characters in the film, but, in the process
it totally denies the oppression of wimm

in by men via the act or threat of rape
—

an act which cannot be performed by
wimmin upon men because of the very

nature of the gender relations institut

ionalised in our society.

All in all, 'The Wall' has not just ig
nored, but has actually denied the real

ity of wimmin's universal oppression.

It has taken, in what I see to be a major

theme, the one area in which wimmin are

. depicted to be more powerful, than men—

their ability to sexually seduce and

control men — and blown this up out of

all proportion to present a view of wim
min as the source of all human evil and

suffering and the principal cause of mas

culine alienation and destruction.

My major objection to this portrayal, .

however, is not that it has magnified
or dramatised an idea to create a 'larger

than life' image (this is after all what art

is about) but rather, that the initial pre

mise is totally wrong. Wimmin have no

power in the arena of sexuality. As yet
they have not even been able to gain sex

ual self-determination, let alone control

men's. If they could, pornography
would not consist of the imposition of

male sexual fantasies upon wimmin,
fantasies which physically and psychic

ally destroy wimmin in the process. The
whole portrayal of gender relations

in 'The Wall' is false, distorted, ideolog

ically very unsound and politically dang
erous. This film is misogynist because ti

reinforces almost all of men's most cher

ished and powerful myths about the nat

ure of feminity - myths which guarantee
wimmin's oppression for the very reason

that they bestow upon wimmin power .

which they do not in reality, possess.

ErasnsiTEra
At his welcoming speech to Part-time

and Mature Age Students this year the

Dean of Students, Hector Kinloch, men

tioned sexual harassment. He warned
mature age women students to keep
their hands off 18 year old boys. He later

described this as a
'joke'.

The President of the Students' Assoc

iation, Bill Redpath, and the chair of the

Union Board of Management, Matthew

They protested at this trivialisation of the

issue of sexual harassment and requested
a written apology. His article on this page
is the 'apology' we received.

This response clearly demonstrates
that the Dean of Students regards his

^oke' as an adequate and acceptable re

presentation of the' issue. In this he is

mistaken. Women on Campus restate our

request for a written apology. That sort

of flippant comment ignores the fact that

any academic institution refiects'and sup

ports a soceity where men hold power

over women, and often use that power
as sexual harassment.

If Hector Kinloch makes comments

like that in public, it is hardly surprising

that few women feel that he is the app

ropriate person to approach to report

harassment. If the Dean of Students is

serious in his statement that any student

'should feel free' to approach him, he

should not alienate women by making
sexist comments in public.

Approaching authorities with a com

plaint of sexual harassment is a difficult

thing for a woman to do: particularly if

she then faces formal interviews and rid

icule or disbelief from. her classmates or

teachers. It is often the case, within exist

ing structures, that a woman is worse off

after complaining than she would have

been had she remained silent. Women on

Campus do not deny.' that men niay- be
.

„ sexually harassed by other men' or by
women. However the overwhelming maj

ority of sexual harassment is directed by
men against women.

Women on Campus^ stress that any

form of rape or sexual harassment is

NOT A JOKE. We regard it as unsalis- ?

factory that the Dean of Students regards

it as a minor problem in this 'caring com- ..,

niunity'. We urge him to read the article

on sexual harassment in this issue of Wor

oni and then to look about the campus.

Perhaps we may then receive a written

apology, and a more serious attitude.

Helen Campbell. ..*
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ANU UFT UADS AUS DOWN TH£ PRIMROSi
PATH OF DAUIANC£i

?

?

'

? In writing this report we hope to incr

ease awarness of the Australian Union of
: Students, of which the ANU Students'

Association is a part, and the policies that

it has adopted. We hope to prompt more

students into becoming involved in AUS
either by taking part in elections for dele

gates to the Annual Council and other

conferences or by becoming involved in

AUS campaigns. We would like to see

more people standing as candidates tor

delegate and attending conferences as

observers.

Annual Council is the policy making

body of AUS. This year Council was held

in Canberra (having been held in Melb

ourne for the last nine years) from Jan

uary 15 to 22. It was attended by approx

?: imately 100 delegates with 150 hangers
on

(official observers and guests of

Council). There were five delegates from

ANUSA; Bill Redpath, Jane Connors
and John Buchanan were the Left dele

1 gates. We also had a large contingent of

I' ,
observers.

This year saw a moderation at AUS;
there was not, however, an accompanying
moderation in policies. It also saw shifts

;

in the balance of power within the

dominant Left. There was the midnight'

protest outside the Malaysian High Com

mission and the first all-night session of

Council for four years. (They tried the

night before as well, but the will to con

tinue had disintegrated
— along with co

herent debate — at 3.30am). Council
was very interesting and even exciting,

but we were both dissatisfied with some

aspects.

Although, as Liberal Students, we

were not privy to all the interaction be

tween the various left-wing factions, we

found the political manoeuvring fascin

ating. Perhaps the most significant devel

opment was the collapse early in the

week of the 'Broad Left' as a cohesive

political grouping. The Broad Left was

comprised of Communist Party of Aust

ralia (CPA) Students with fellow travell

ers and left-wing ALP students, (this,

group was usually called the 'ALP' al

though there were other groups at

council w;ould normally be covered by

\
this designation. The Broad Left controll

\ ed the two previous councils, the CPA

the senior partner in '81, but the ALP

stronger in '82. The break between the

].
CPA and the ALP was primarily due to

an increase in ALP numbers so that

theoretically they had an outright major
ity on the floor of council. There was a

corresponding decrease in CPA numbers.

It was widely held that as the ALP no

longer needed Communist support, they
had decided to destroy the influence of

the CPA in AUS once and for all. Decid

ing-that they, had no future with the ALP

the communists seemed to move into an

informal alliance with, another extremist

'. group, the 'Socialists', that being the

name by which the reformed 'Radical',

'Ultra', or 'Suicidal' Left likes to bo
known. (The implication seems to be that

none of the rest are really socialists.) To

avoid confusion, we will use the namtj

; 'Radical Socialists'. Among the most

prominent members of this group is the

ANU Left, particularly John Buchanan

and Bill Redpath.

Although the mainline ALP grouping
was supposed to have the numbers it soon

became apparent that there was dissatis

faction in the ranks with 'moderate' line

of ALP leaders such as Paul Carrick (AUS
President '81 and '82) and Julia Gillard

(Education Vice President '82 and Pres

ident this year). Paul Carrick, a full-time

student politician for the past few years,

was described by some of his critics as a

'sell-out merchant' and 'more conservat

ive that you [the Liberal Students] are'.

(This, apparently, is a cutting insult.) His

principal concern did appear to be the

acquisition of a safe ALP seat in Federal

Parliament. Carrick's 'moderation' or

'conservatism' can be summed up in the

paraphrase 'I agree with everything that

our comrades in the Socialist caucus [i.e.

the Radical Socialists] are saying. I just

think that it should be expressed in lang

uage which won't alienate students and
make AUS appear moderate'. We certain

ly agree with the complaint about the

prose to be found in Radical Socialist

motions (to take one sentence, admitted

ly out of context, from an ANU Left

motion: 'As a unit of knowledge, discip-
?

lines are mystifying, having more of an

administrative rather than epistemological

justification'), but we were not very imp

ressed with the implication that Carrick

wanted to hide the real intent of motions.

As the week progressed, more and more

people moved from the ALP to the Rad

ical Socialist camp until with the help of

the CPA, Radical Socialist motions were

regularly defeating motions supported by
the ALP leadership. It seems that the

ALP. leadership made a serious tactical

mistake in allowing members of caucuses,

especially the Socialist caucus into ALP

caucus meetings and then not enforcing

discipline. This allowed Radical Socialists

John Buchanan in particular, to attack

the leadership's control from within.

The other main groupings at Council
were- Centre Unity (which contained a

Democrat element), a social democratic

grouping which is an ALP faction in

normal circumstances, the National Civic

Council (NCC) students who are both,

economic and social conservatives, and

the Liberals. These three groups were

branded the 'Right', over the protests of

Centre Unity. Unfortunately, the com

bined vote for these groups was only very

small.

Going by voting in the Executive elect

ion, the respective voting strengths for

the various groups were —

Communist. 20%

Radical Socialist 19%

Left-wing ALP 43%

Combined Right
— Centre Unity
- Liberal 18%

-NCC

With the great majority enjoyed by
the Left, it was not unreasonable to ex

pect that few motions proposed by the

Right would be adopted as policy. This is

not to say that our motions should have
been rejected out of hand, and that they
are not worth considering. The regularity

with which motions and amendments

proposed by the Right were contempt

uously voted down after the least possible

'debate' and without the smallest indicat
ion that the objective merits of the prop

osal had been considered was both frust

rating and disgusting.

This was the case even when motions

were carefully couched in the best Leftist

rhetoric or were old Left motions taken

straight from last year's policy volume.

Some speakers against Right motions

would grudgingly admit the motion in

question had some merit or even that

they substantially agreed with it but

would then jump at any excuse for cond

emning it; sometimes it was claimed that

the subject matter had already been cov

ered in earlier motions (when clearly

it had not been, at least not in depth) or

that there was some minor defect in em

phasis or expression. These speeches
would be greeted with loud applause
when the proposing speeches had received

only scattered applause coming exclusiv

ely from the right. Such motions would

then be voted down without any attempt
to amend the offending section. An ex

ample of this is the treatment dished out

to one NCC motion. To say that the Left
'

and the NCC have their differences is,

perhaps, an understatement. But whether

the Left likes it or not, they are. concern-

ed with many of the same things. This

motion condemned pornography because
it is degrading and exploitative. The mo

tion was written carefully to avoid

offending Leftist sensibilities and even

used feminist terminology. The speakers

in favour were careful to keep away from

inflammatory arguments and the speakers'

against spent most of their 'time agreeing

with it. It was voted down by a huge maj
ority, just because it was an NCC motion.
? On some occasions the Right was not'

even given the opportunity to give the

briefest outline of their arguments. Dur

ing the vitally important debate on the.

basic education platform the Left, led by
Bill Redpath, pushed through a procedur
al motion which resulted in fourteen
right-wing amendments, covering all as

pects of education policy, being debated

and voted on together. In this circumst

ances, the Right felt justified in using the

Standing Orders to disrupt the proceeding
of Council in protest. In fact, we felt we

had to do this here, and in all other simil
ar circumstances, to discourage future

attempts at gagging debate.

Certainly there are a number of areas

where the Right violently disagree with

the Left and where the motions of one

will be uncompromisingly opposed by the
other. But surely, students can only bene

fit if the two sides work together in those

areas where there is substantial

agreement. In this regard, the behaviour
of the Left was highly unreasonable. One

began to wonder if they really came to

help students.

Another aspect of Council which was

unsatisfactory was the lack of debate

within the Left which, after all, had over

80 percent of votes. Although members

of the Left moved amendments to and

had other motions foreshadowed against

a number of Left propositions, the vast

majority of motions were not assessed

critically on the floor of council and
were passed in their original form. What

ever debate there was within the Left on

these motions must have taken place in

caucuses where the Right was unable, to

have any input.

As to the policy itself, there is a distress

ing lack of realism and a tendency to be

simplistic in much of what was adopted..

There is also, unfortunately, a disregard

for the fundamental principles upon

which our liberal democracy is based. In

almost all areas, massive increases in gov

ernment spending with the elimination of

current restrictions on eligibility to

assistance is advocated without any con

sideration of the cost of priorities.

Although this year's education policy

isalot more reasonable, the assumption is

still made that money can solve all prob
lems. Little attention is paid to commun

ity attitudes in determining the number

of people who seek enrolment at tertiary

institutions; it seems an increase in TEAS

will solve all problems of access. The

question of how to improve the quality

of lecturers and academic courses is hard

ly addressed — unless you believe all will

be cured by the abolition of competitive
assessment (to be replaced by self and

group assessment) and the introduction

of a greater critical content into courses

together with non -sexist, truly multicult

ural curriculum. Judging by AUS policy,

there is something wrong with university

courses which teach knowledge which

could be useful in business and industry

(that is, useful to 'capitalism'). This

type of practical knowledge does not

seem to be valued very highly by AUS

as unlike 'critical perspectives' it does not

promote rebellion (or perhaps its 'revolut

ion') against the status quo. Of particular

interest is a call by AUS, at the prompt
ing of the ANU Law School Action

Group, for the abolition of all compul
sory subjects in law courses and an end

to the quota system. A 'commitment to

study and learning', regardless of academ

ic achievement or
ability, is advocated as

the only criterion for admission to and

continued enrolment at a law school.

A Report on the 1982 Annual Council of the Australian Union of Students

by Liberal delegates Glenn Phillips and Karen Gibson.

ANU STUDENTS SAVED $25,000 BY LIBERALS

WHILST LEFT RAISES FEES BY 25%

by Philip Walker

At the Australian Union of Students
Annual Council Liberal students success

fully moved two motions which will have

the effect of saving ANU students

S25,000. In contrast, the same evening ,

saw the ANU Left led by the Students'

Association President, Bill Redpath, sup

port a motion which will substantially

raise AUS affiliation fees, lifting the cost

to ANU students to SI 7,000 each year.

me ainu aruaenrs Association is ar

present affiliated with the AUS but is

legally prevented from paying its subsc

ription by the Australian National Univ

ersity Act. Whilst it cannot be paid the

debt is not abrogated by the Act. Should

the relevant section of the legislation

ever be repealled, as a Labor Government

would be likely to do, the accumulated

debt would immediately become payable.

In these circumstances the AUS could

take the ANUSA to court to recover the

money. Ex-Association President Gary
Humphries estimated the accumulated

debt at $25,000.
Motions sponsored by local Liberals,

Glenn Phillips, Gary Humphries and

Philip Walker writing off this debt were

passed just a few hours before the close

of Council. Although he eventually

supported these motions, President Bill

Redpath had declined when approached
jarlier to move or second the suspension
of standing orders needed to bring the

matter before Council. Clearly intense

pressure
was being placed on the ANU

Left with regard to these motions by

their radical colleagues from other

campuses. When the vote on one of the

motions was declared carried, Bill Red

path was called a 'scab' by several Left

wing members of Council, notably com

munists Ken Me Alpine (1982 Executive

Member) and Tina Nightingale (1982

Women's Officer). In eventually choosing
to support the motions, Bill Redpath was

no doubt mindful of the promise he made

during the 1982 AUS Affiliation Referen

dum that AUS would indeed abrogate the

debt.

AUS will, however, soon be slugging

ANU students in another way. Council

approved an increase in affiliation fees

of 25%. This will mean an increase after

inflation of between 10% and 15%.

Because of this ANUSA will soon be acq

uiring new debts at the rate of approxim

ately S 17,000 a year. ANU Liberal Dele

gates Karen Gibson and Glenn Phillips

were unsuccessful in an attempt to limit

the increase to 15%. This attempt was

made because increases in the income of

constituent organisations have been out

stripped by increases in AUS fees in

recent years. Other Liberals suggested

during the debate on these motions that

AUS could best increase its revenues by

moderating its policies in order to make

AUS more attractive to the 50% of

Australian tertiary students who are NOT

members of the Union.

ANU Left delegates Bill Redpath,
Jane Connors and John Buchanan supp
orted the full 25% increase.
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The tone of the women's motions was

much less provocative than in previous

years. Gone are many of the quotable

quotes which made these motions such

interesting reading. AUS is still asserting

that rape is not just a sexual crime but a

tool of political control exercised by men

over women. Because of this, it is asserted

that all men benefit from rape. AUS is

.also promoting exploration of 'alternat

ives to exclusively genital sexuality'. It

?

. should be noted that the objectives of

v

the Women's Department are broadly
supported by the Right, but the Marxist/
Feminist analysis contained in many of
the motions with the frequent assertion

that, 'capitalism', that is the current econ

omic system, can only work properly or

works more effecitvely if women and

minority groups are oppressed, we strong
ly dispute. We also consider many of
the proposed methods for solving the

. problems they see rather imprudent, the

Women's Department's predilection for

Marxist analysis would seem to be count

er productive and divisive. Many people
have come to the similar conclusions
without relying on Marxism, an analysis
of society not distinguished by a respect

for objective reality.

It is interesting to note that in the

national affairs session, Council adopted
a second list of objectives relating to

education funding as .AUS's demands
for the Federal election campaign. The'
demands on this second list are signific

antly lower and more reasonable than
those made in the education policy.
These objectives are very similar to those

proposed by the Right in amendments to

the basic education platform. Why does
AUS need two different sets of demands
and why are proposals by the Right
which were not even considered worthy
of proper debate adopted elsewhere in

AUS policy.

Finally, there are the results of the

elections. With the assistance of the

Right, Julia Gillard was elected President

and Gail Sansakta was elected Education

„
Vice President. This second election was

very close. Both are members of the Left

wing ALP group. Of the twelve Members
of the General Executive, five are from
the ALP Left-wing, three are Radical

Socialists, the sympathies of two lie

with the CPA, one is from Centre Unity
and the last is a Liberal. Even though the

President has a vote on the Executive,

the ALP does not have a majority by
itself. Given the differences between the

ALP and the informal CPA/Radical
Socialist alliance, the two Right-wingers

might have a larger say in policy; this

year.

'j Two of the Radical Socialist Memb

ers of the Executive, Bill Redpath and
Jane Connors, are from ANU. We would

like to congratulate Bill and Jane as well

as John Buchanan who we helped win a

junket to Europe. ?

Glen
Phillips

+ Karc^ Gibson

itrt Zoort
AUS ANNUAL COUNCIL 1983

\

It is very difficult to explain an AUS

\

Annual Council to someone who has

|

never attended one. Most of us found
1

!

that as the eight consecutive 20-hour
! days passed, that our awareness of, or

! even interest in,. -the Outside World,
1 dropped away to almost zero level. We

]

shared three meals a day with people

]

we had never seen before, some of them
- became close friends, some of them opp

?

;

onents — and most of them we'll probab
! ly never see again. Council had its boring

! times, its tense and exciting times and

J

was occasionally even very funny.

Because Council was held at the ANU,
we had lots of people come along as

observers and our table was always the

;

fullest and the busiest. ANU was gener
1

ally very prominent at Council. Glenn
i

Phillips, and several of our other Liberals

! moved and spoke to several motions. The

;

ANU Left people moved and spoke to
1 many motions. You'll be interested to

i know that the ANU generally is regard
! ed as pretty weird by people from, other

! campuses. The Western Australian stud
ents in particular thought of us all (that

means youtoo) as strange, superintellect

ual creatures who are probably all pro

ceeding straight to PhDs. They also im

agined us rolling in. money and it was

;

hard to explain that we're actually one

;

of the lowest funded Student

|

Associations.

- But onto the operation of Council— ?

! Council is where representatives from

tall of AUS's member campuses get to

Jgether to debate and pass the union's

'

policy for the . year. We also pass the

'year's' budget and motions about the

- administration of the union. Motions

I are divided into these sections:

|
Administration and finance

% Constitution, Regulations and

structure

Education

Media

Women

Student unionism
National affairs

International affairs.

For each section there is supposed to

be one or more sessions of Council where

the motions, sent in by students in ad

vance, are debated. This year it was dec

ided to also, have a 'commission' for each

section — that is a session used to sort :

out all the motions and any amendments,
take speakers lists, and generally stream

line everything ready for debate. For a

large number of reasons, these commiss

ions didn't work (except of course the

one organised by the Women's Caucus)
and they were very frustrating and time

consuming. For this reason there wasn't

as much time as we would have liked for

debate later on.

That's the formal side of Council.

Its other side is the Caucuses —

The most right-wing Caucus is the

National' Civic Council. The NCC spends
a great amount of money every year

trying to destroy any progressive devel

opments in Australian education.

NCC

students at Council (there aren't many

of -them!)- put out many expensive
leaflets on a wide range of issues. Some

of them were fairly bizarre — thier leaf-
'

let on childcare stated' for a fact that

children put into government childcare

would develop 'arteriosclerotic brain

conditions' as a consequence!!
Next come the Liberal Students and

the Centre Unity. Centre Unity students

are members of the ALP. The kindest

thing to say about them is it is very diff

icult to work out what they are saying
—

except that -they don't like AUS. If there

were any Democrats at Council they were

keeping very quiet.

Over on the Left (by far the bulk of

the numbers as they' represent by far the

bulk of Australian students) are people,

in the ALP who are clustered around the

current national officers, Julia Gillard

and Gayle Sansakda, the immediate past

President Paul Carrick,and several other

'heavies'. More about them later. A num

ber of delegates .were-. either members of

the Communist Party of Australia, or

people sympathetic to them. But ?perhaps

the most interesting development of
Council (caucus-wise) was the emerg
ence of a strong grouping called the

'Socialist Caucus'. Most of the ANU

Left were part of this Caucus. As most

of us are members of the ALP, many of us

also attended the nighly ALP Caucus
but as we were often dissatisfied with

what occurred there, we were up early

the next morning to meet separately.

Basically, the Socialist Caucus believes

that AUS leadership, its paid officers,

should spend its time and resources

finding out what students on campuses

are involved in, and providing them with

support. We feel that the national offic
ers in Melbourne have become prone to

deciding on s campaign and sending out

material without consulting the activists

and the students who are going to distrib

ute it and talk to other students about it.

We are worried that AUS will lose sup

port unless it ensures that democratic

participation in decision making is kept

open. AUS must never develop a

leadership which is out of touch with the

needs and aspirations of rank and file

members and take care that minority
and oppressed groups are able to have a

full say in the Union.

Unlike the 'leadership' ALP people
who think that the union should con

stantly be moderate and apologise for

itself, we think that it is important that

AUS be involved in all forms of political

activity. Why? Because students

are
- involved in feminist groups

environmentalist groups, peace
campaigns etc. The union should provide

support and co-ordination and should

also disseminate information for those

activities.

And lastly, one of our biggest differ

ences — education. Which is natural, in

an education union. Don't believe the

NCC who would tell you that the Left

in AUS is more concerned with the

PLO than with education. Unlike the

right-wing, we don't believe that stud

ents are boxed off in their own little

universities and that they are unaffected

by what happens in the outside the real

world.
.

We are directly affected. and that

is why it is appropriate for us to have

policy on national and international

matters. But, unquestionably, the top
priority, is education and it was the ed

ucation debate which was one of
Council's best and most important.

The Socialist Caucus feels that AUS

has been too p/roccupied with the quest
ion of access to tertiary education and

has therefore run all its campaigns on

fees, loans TEAS, closures etc. These arc

vitally important and must be continued.

But the union's approach h\is been to get

as many people in as possible
— never to

question What they are getting into. Our

tertiary institutions have got a lot wrong

with them. Consequently we moved a lot

of motions about assessment, curriculum
and campus decision making procedures,
and how they can affect students' lives.

We were opposed by the leadership ALP
- some we won, some we lost. ,'.

The other major caucus was the

Women's caucus which met every lunch
time and was attended by all the femin

ists at Council. We talked about the major
issues concerning women on campuses

and organised the Women's, Commission :

and plenary sessions. Both 'these and the

Caucus itself worked very well.

At Council, the constituent fee was

raised from $2.80 to $3.50 for all mem

bers of the campus organisation that is

'

affiliated to AUS. We supported this

move for many reasons, but for two

major ones. Firstly, so the union can

continue to operatue. All the union act

ivities, and particularly its valuable re

search, cost money. The increase is nec

essary to support current effectiveness.

Secondly, in 1981 AUS was instrument

al (as admitted by Senator Brian Harrad
ine and leading academic organisations)
in the blocking of fees legislation put

'

before the Senate. It fought again in 1982,
and if necessary will fight again in 1983.

$3.50's worth of protection against
thousands of dollars worth of fees is

definitely worth it.

m

Lastly, you'll probably be wanting
to know about AUS policy which is too .

diverse to be gone into here. The 1983

Policy document containing all the

motions we passed at Council will arrive

in the Students' Association Office

soon. In the meantime come in and ask

any questions about policy, about region
al conferences, about regional media

collectives, etc. Bill Redpath and Jane

Connors are both on the Union's Nat

ional Executive. Sally Skyring is the

SA's AUS Secretary. We, and all the other

people who attended Council will be glad

to see you. It's your union — come and

find out about it.

Jane Connors

Bill Redpath
John Buchanan

(ANU Left Delegates
;'. rw ,;; vS-Ui- U aV 1983 AUS Council)
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Dr (?) Scanlan, Barry Oakley's already

legendary failed academic, will be expos

ing himself in Studio I at the Arts Centre
for eight lunch-time performances (Tues
day 22nd to Friday 25th March and Mon

day 28th to Thursday 31st March from
1 .05 to 1 .55) and two late afternoon per

formances (Wednesday 30th and Thurs

day 31st March from 5.30pm to 6.20pm).
Admission: $2.50

$1.50 (students and other
concessionaries

Scanlan's bizarrely, eccentric lecturing

style has to be seen to be credited.

The following statements from people
with intimate knowledge of Scanlan may
help to prepare intending viewers for this

extraordinary spectacle.

Mrs Margaret Scanlan: 'He is a typical

middle-aged academic for whom seminars

are simply pretexts to hone in on the

nearest attractive female, follow her

scent, stalk her behind the tea-urn, fall

upon her in a shower of sugar cubes and
biscuits.

Dr Efrem Sachs (psychoanalyst): 'He

is a classic case of arrested development
and reversion to infantilism. He compen

sates for his failure by the consolatory
paranoid obsession that he is the victim

of malevolent academic enemies.

He is a compulsive fantasist, seeing his

dreams fulfilled - and his foes routed -

in the mirrors of his mind.'
We print here an item, relevant to Dr

Scanlan, which was inadvertantly omitt
ed from the 1983 Counter Course Hand=
book.

Course 3B: Australian literature of the

20th Century.
1.2 students reducing to 3

1 response to questionnaire.
'Lectured for the entire year on Henry
Kendall (died 1879). Failed to give sever

al tutorials after falling down steps of
A.D. Hope building. Cause of fall not de
finitely established but suspicions ab
ound. Seemed to have recurrent difficult

ies with pot-plants and mirror in seminar
room. Grade: Withdrawn'.

Dr H.H. Grigsby, MA, Lit. D., Reader
in English comments 'Dr Scanlan has lab
oured for many years on his research

which has so far failed to elicit significant

response. I trust it will very shortly.
I am aware that some students have

complained of Dr Scanlan's lecturing

technique but I do not feel able to

comment. I must confess I do not find his

barbecueing style completely satisfactory.

Some might think that his taste in poetry,
like his taste in claret is primitive.

.. cAlliNq

1 C.AD.S.
'CADS' is trie Campus Amateur Dramatic Society. Ox A

least, it is sometimes. It depends, you see, on interested,

keen, 'patient , hard-working people to survive. Its existence

is a tenuous year-to-year proposition.

In past years, CADS has had increasingly successful

major productions — 'No Exit' (Sartre), 'The Real Inspector

Hound' (Stoppard), 'Inner Voices'

(No wr
a), 'The Homecoming' (Pinter) and last year 'Hedda

Gabler' (Ibsen). As can be seen, it's all been^ fairly,

conventional theatre. There's no reason ventures can't

be made into improvisation, workshops more political

theatre, street theatre — who knows? All it needs is

iiiuuvaLuia. une prooiem tnis year is tnai me core 01

people who've kept CADS kicking
— the prime CADS,

perhaps — won't or can't be too active this year. Hence,
fresh faces required. Funds are fairly healthy, so anyone

keen on any aspect of the theatre should come to Union.

Bridge, Wednesday, March 16 at 7.30 pm to take advantage
of the situation, have a yarn to old CADS and become
new ones.

-

Michael Saward

ADDRESSING OF PERSONAL MAII

Will ALL students having mail addressed

to the University please ensure that it

states the name of the building or office

as well as ANU PO Box 4, Canberra 2600.

This will assist the Mail Room and make

certain that your personal mail does not

:, go astray.

EURIPIDES

I identify with Euripides, until
??? this identification becomes a prison,

with dew-drops on the bars —

could I but drink the wine of the dew!
There is no movement here,

?

only flowers in elegant paralysis,

and my prison-warders nod at me wistfully,

as though they knew already what escape might mean.

- R.E. McArthur

D APART FROM OUR *ffc & o- g D
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m
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REVIEW OF THE DRAGON OF ARESThe Dragon of Ares is the latest prod
uction- from Fools Gallery. It is innovat

ive, powerful and committed theatre

about war. The language is entirely com

posed of excerpts from the plays of Eur
ipides: what is done with and beyond the

language is a collective product of Fools'

workshop process. Fools have their own

rather distinctive approach to theatre. A
Canberra-based company, they have been

working since 1980 on 'Images from the
'

Background', 'a series of theatre pieces
that deal with the ways people are con

ditioned by cultural myths which create

and continue the destructively separate
roles of men and women in our

society*'.

For Fools Gallery, making a play is polit
ical work, they have strong feminist

commitment, they are into collectivity

(no 'stars'): they have also got big prob
lems with funding cuts.

The aims and politics of Fools are

clear, and important. This is no politics

in-the-silences-while-you're-not-looking.

It's important that Dragon opens with a

man crying, that the female actors are as

active/strong as the male actors, etc; an

intention to demythify, and disrupt

where necessary.

Questions about theatre itself are

important too. In one scene of Dragon,
the chanting of the story of Cadmus and
the dragon changes into a playful rather

than a meaningful activity (entertain
ment): the political significances of this

central myth slip out of sight. Selfreflex

ive, we might say JDragon warns us again
st any Art that forgets its Politics.

The body of this review was written

after the first Canberra performance of
The Dragon of Ares. We took it in turns

to write sentences, responding to each
others' ideas, evolving our own concept
ions. It may seem self-indulgent. It also

seemed to us, on reflection, rather re

mote from the play: the intellectuality

of our writing seems ludicriously inapp
ropriate to the emotional power of the

play. What, then, are we doing, writing

a review? Why 'investigate our responses'.

Our reaction could be said simply: 'great

play, recommended'.

We have the possibility here of a crit

ique of criticism. A training in the English

Department (suffering from the 'isolat

ion-from-reality' which is one problem
with universities) may produce a student

who, when confronted with a literary

text, unconsciously executes a review (an

essay) without audience, context or pur

pose (other than that of expounding as

such: the pleasure of one's own voice).

Certainly, there may be involvement,

passionate and far-reaching consideration

of the work and the response: but in a

way that response doesn't know where

it's going, why it's going there. So: we

admit to having been English students,

two of us for a long time. 'Who are we

writing for' is complicated by our life
-* ? '^ ^^?^ — — '^^ ^r-gv-irr-rv--s-rv-ri-i^iny

times of non-co-operative eduation, i.e.

the traces of competitive intellectuality.

Apparent sophistication often partici

pates in the culture of anti-emotionality,

losing contact with, emotional authentic

ity.. So, resistance to our 'incomprehens
ibility' is an important and valid response.

If the first paragraphs seem strange/

pretentious/self-indulgent, persevere: it

gets better. Play with the writing, dance
with it maybe. You. don't have to take it

too seriously.
??* * *.***'.

What I enjoyed was watching the ways
I could watch the play. Was it possible
to watch it with critical distance? Did

the imaginative projection required mean

that I was, in fact, watching passively?
Was it a problem that I was conscious of
these questions while watching? Critical

distance and imaginative projection are

by no means incompatible though: the

capacity to discover different levels of

meaning flowing largely through some

sort of 'will' of the reader. While I was

'interpreting' (a complex sort of 'making
sense': Fools Gallery are into nonobject
ive anti-narrative, your understanding
must needs twist and turn, in no sequence
or logic, but revelling in the metaphoric
and the symbolic, in 'metaphoricity') I

was right in there. Emotionality is the re

gister, and power is the subject. Power,
of men and of women, as well as the glor
ification and actual effects of men 's wars,

are part of the 'subject', but beyond the

more obvious political consciousness I al
so enjoyed the play 's resistance to closing

its meaning off. Another field of meaning
was quite reflective of the political nature

of popular narrations (like myths) and

literary productions (like Euripides -

and reminders, for me, of Homer,
A eschylus, Sophocles - even 'What 's

Hecuba to him, or he to Hecuba?'). The

Dragon of Ares uses excerpts from Eur

ipides. Familiar stories may be read or

performed 'against the grain' (there being
no grain other than that of prior institut

ionalised performances/readings, i.e. that

induced by- Dominant Culture, i.e. on

the one hand 'our' Anzac myths, 'our'

histories of rape-in-war, and on 'the. .other

hand how-to-read-a-G reek-play (lesson 1,

forget politics, courtesy which of 'our'

English teachers?)). It was pleasurable to

recognise echoes of other plays - that's

one of the ways in which it was more

pleasurable (easier?) than other Fools'

productions. It was more possible to go

out and play. See one Fools production,
never miss another (well I wouldn't): seen

five now — all profound staggering drain

ing disturbing plays. You can get freaked

out. And why not. War is pain, grief,

desolation and suffering. Hatred, nation

alism, patriarchy, vengeance and power

form a 'madness' which produces intol

erable pain. Dragon is appropriately not

simply 'tolerable'.

Yet despite the portrayed intolerabil

ity, it was possible to contemplate desol
ation - nuclear war facing us — because

of the fictionalisation. The calling upon

myth and fiction in Greek works distanc
ed some of what we saw. Did this make it

easier on us?

It seemed strange to write 'hatred'

earlier: though hatred is a big part of the

violence and culture-of-violence which are

central to life-as-we-know-it, I don't think
of 'hatred' when I think about nuclear
war (which I do quite a 'bit*-. But 'war'

involves those 60 conventional wars (of
over 10,000 casualties each) since 1 945,
not Just the cold war and its hand-in-hand
ghost of the ultimate war without winn

ers. Representation of the experience of
war, then, takes us beyond the analysis of
these wars (which -.might well hinge on

'imperialism'), in signifying what must be
-

'lived through'.
A voice (Euripides', Fools', yours/

mine?) points to the garlands of blood
for. the Men of Valour in War, We might
well shriek with horror as war is all ar

ound us. .Metaphoricity unleashes this

horror. A ctually, I don 7 think it was the

'metaphoricity' which was immediately
moving. What struck me was being re

quired to give up awareness of the fict
ionality of the play (these are people I .

know being actors acting distressed),
and injecting immediacy into the repres

entation. Another aspect, though, was

that the play didn V just produce desolat
ion - the singing, the sensuality, and the
bond between the actors played a part —

offered a positive. 'Also you forget about .

your bad day at work'. The prophetess
Cassandra dances and chants: the drag
gon's teeth chant around 'I'm no insane

beast — I'm a slave of Hellas' as they ex

plode into dcath-and-violencc-centred

movement: victims attack each other:

victims recognise and comfort each other:

there is carnage and slaughter (also a lot

of rioice from throats, hands and .feet,

and dust everywhere).
The play offers many pleasures:

theatre/ literature/poetry which is politic

ally awakening; poetic language not lack

ing irony and self-mockery; extremely

proficient acting; impressions of active,

strong engrossing women; people we

tmight know doing really great creative

and political work. If you don't know

these people, just get incredibly political

ly active and you might meet some great

people, go to parties etc. etc. and event

ually meet these Fools people! Well just

get incredibly politically active anyway.

In the right way of course. And if you're

already feminist sympathetic, anti-power
and anti-violence sympathetic: you'll

really dig this play. .

co-written by three people.

Rally for Peace.

We're marching on March 27th

War Memorial, 2pm, Palm Sunday

Theory Reading Group
If you're interested in theory of literary
criticism (not just for English students)

probably Friday 18th March,
Haydon-Allen G27, 1pm

(check the noticeboard outside the

Students Assn in the Union)
;

We could discuss The Dragon of A res,
this review, the English critique in

the Counter-Course Handbook, your
i- favourite TV shows, your first lectures

for the year or whatever! . First

J

meeting for 1983, all students

welcome.

Fools Gallery: The Dragon of Ares.

Wednesday to Saturday, till March l':;th

8.30pm Childers St. Hall

Bookings: 49 8810

We are a group of gay men, lesbians

and bisexuals with a variety of functions

to cater to the needs of different people.
Some of the main areas in which we are

, active are providing information on gay
related topics such as health,

relationships, the legal situation, anti

discrimination and so on; giving support
and help to people coming out or even

just thinking about it; liaising with other

campus groups like Women on Campus
or the Students' Association on import
ant projects like the recent anti-Sorrento

campaign; and finally, providing venues

for people to meet each other at social

evenings and film nights that will be

happening this year. We are not just a pol
itical group

- new people are more than
welcome to come along to our meeting
and tell what they want to see happening
in the group or even just to drop in, have
a cup of coffee and watch.

GAY VIEWPOINT: 2XX 1 1.30am

1 1 .30am Mondays

6.00pm Fridays

LISTEN IN!

GAYS ON CAMPUS

TUESDAYS lpm

COUNSELLING CENTRE
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Special Issue For MEN ONLY

The Difficulty in Writing About Men

It wasn't until I began, that I realised

how hard it is to write about being a man.

Now I. know why there's an almost total

lack of written material on men's exper

ience. I wanted to write for men partic
ularly, and those of them who may not

have been interested in the past, and in a

way that would make sense to them. Why
is it so nara to write about inenasnip
between men, about what's good or diff

icult about being male, about sexism and

the way we relate to women? One reason

has got fo be because we never get asked

the question 'What is it really like?'.

I have tried to avoid words like

oppression, sexism and discrimination be- .

cause people . generally stop thinking

clearly when such words are used — rat

ional discussions quickly turn into heated

arguments and fights, because women feel

angry and put down yet again, and men

feel threatened and blamed. Nevertheless

I have had to use these words because

they describe what exists in reality.

Sexism for Beginners

Many men are not well informed about

sexism, so here are a few details.

Sexism exists. It is the systematic

mistreatment of people on the basis of

the sex into which they were born, and so

affects both men and women. Anything
that leads to men and women being
treated differently (other than because of

their biological differences e.g. medical

treatment) is sexism. With the exception .

of a few anatomical and hormonal differ

ences, men and women are born with the

same set of capabilities and emotions.

We do not end up with the same set in

adulthood though. What changes us is

conditioning, by the system. More is

known about . the effects of this upon

women than upon men, because women

are more blatantly oppressed (politically

and sexually) and they have been think

ing about sexism and struggling against

it for a long time. But men are oppressed
too.

Page 26

Men are oppressed by Sexism

No man needs to be told this, but it

may be a relief to find out that yes, it's

true. Men are oppressed in different ways

from women, not sexually or politically,

but as soldiers, as workers in dangerous

occupations (down mines, as fishermen),

and above all as emotional beings. It is

this, the oppression of men's emotions,

that is most pervasive, insidious, damag

ing and cruel. While it is men's equal

responsibility to fight against sexism, no

man should be blamed or made to feel

guilty for the system he was born into.

What Sexism does to Men

Sexism starts very early to condition

men, and continues at an increasing rate

as they grow up
— 'don't be a sook, big

boys don't cry, pull yourself together,

be a man!' etc. etc. It is not only the ab

ility to express tears and sadness that's

crushed, but also affection, tenderness,

embarrassment and fear. Most men have

great difficulty in showing these emot

ions, and carry around a great debt of

unresolved feelings. It is moving to see a

grown man cry because you know how

hard they've been pushed to. do so. It

may also be embarrassing for men to see

because it's a reminder of all those times

they almost cried. Men often turn to

drink, women too, in order to drink

themselves into numbness. At least wom

en^ seem to have freer emotional outlets

and better support from each other.

Because, space is limited, I have item

ised some of the other effects of sexism

on men:

'.,— Sexism keeps men apart, emotionally,

and physically from women, as well as

other men.
— Sexism drums into men that they have

to be in control, initiate relationships,

perform all the time, when really it

would be a great relief if everyone did

this equally.
— Sexism keeps men competitive and

stops them from confiding in each

other.

?

___..

_________

?

'

So it is in men's best interests for them
ji j

to break down sexism, because they'll |

have better relationships with women and '?
|

with men. One of the spin-offs of the
|

women's movement is that women aren't |
so competitive amongst themselves and 1

this has allowed them to become friends
|

and good supports for each other. Now it |
is up to men, to start working on sexism, |
and go to each other for help and friend- |

ship, rather than always relying on |

women as the care-givers and nurturers. 1

.

??

s

A Few Guidelines for Men
|

— Treat people as people above all, not
|

men or women first of all. 1

— Don't open doors just for women;
j

that's sexist. Open doors for anyone,
||

depending on who gets there first, |

whose arms are full; that's polite. |

Likewise, don't offer your seat to
|

women, fix seatbelts etc. — that's i

reinforcing the myth, that women are I:

helpless, frail creatures.
|

—

'

Don't call women 'chicks'. I mean 1

would you like to be called an ocker?

Perhaps you would, but that's your

choice.
— Try and make other men aware of sex

ism and their sexist behaviour. This is
|

not always easy or comfortable.
j

It's Good to be a Man

Just in case it sounds as if it's hell

being a man, well it's not. Humans are

stronger than conditioning and can over

come it; we do not need ever to stay in a
|

victim role. As men become less sexist, \

.they should not apologise for being men i

or give away any of their strength
— it

j

won't help anyone for them to become

weak or apologetic. Men are strong phy

sically and emotionally, in reality.

When I thought about what was good
about being a man, I realised that when

all the conditioning was stripped away,

all that was left was our physique and an

added physical strength. All the other

good things were general to being human

—.being alive, being fit and healthy, being

in love, being creative, having friends,

sharing ideas and feelings and so on. I

think this is because in the end men and

BF1NG A MAN? \-l J\ V rv d L ? CONS I DERED ' T \ BU F \0w v JMC 10 P-HNKOF IT ? ? ? - -LM-Wm% '-^*'\ .
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EDITORIAL
Are you man enough to read about

men? Well, you won't find out much
about them in Penthouse, or Cosmopolit
an, or VFL Weekly. So stick with this

feature, you may learn something. If

you're outraged, or overjoyed, or. even

overcome with indifference, then feel free

to jam the switchboard with calls, write

very long and witty articles in reply, alert

?the media, or whatever.

So what if the response to the last

feature on 'Coming to Uni' and 'Cocoun

selling' wasn't exactly overwhelming. As
an alternative to being inundated with

telegrams, congratulations and rave re

views, the Editor received no letters at

all. Still he is not discouraged (he likes

sobbing hopelessly at his desk) — it's

early days yet, and you readers are pro

bably only half way through your cher
ished first issues of 'Woroni'. Actually I

did receive several calls, so some of you

clearly reached pages 28 and 29.

In the meantime, I will single-handedly

keep up the
?

excellent standard I set in

the first issue, continuing to give you the

kind of hard-hitting, useless facts that

were its hallmark. Did you know that ten

million Americans take Vitamin A every
day, or that the film about the bombing
of Pearl Harbour cost 10 times as much

(S9 million) as the real attack cost the

Japanese (S900,000). Well, there you.
have it. The rest of the page- will be

aboutmen.

CONTRIBUTIONS:

Remember, if you have any ideas on the

topics presented here, please write them
down and send them to the Editor at

the Counselling centre. Following this

week's article perhaps you could send

in your thoughts on the following, if

you're a man:

— What's good about being a man?
— What's difficult about being a man?
—

Suggestions for how things might
be improved.

Finally, there is always a need for poetry,

short stories, articles and so on, so please

contribute.
-

-
. . .

j -________—_-_-»-_--___.
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? women are very alike — our similarities

. are much greater than our differences. In

fact there is no living creature, that we

know, that is more like a woman than a

man, and vice versa. Sexism plays up our

differences, because to put it crudely, it

suits the system for women to be kept
out of the paid workforce at home,and
for men to go out and fight wars.

Australian Conditioning and Aussie y

Mateship

All the above has been about sexism
as it exists in a patriarchal, Anglo-Saxon
culture such as in Australia. There are

cultures where men are brought up very

differently and are much more freely

and publicly emotional. In Australia

however the stereotyoes are strong
—

real men are not supposed to cry, hug
each other, or eat quiche, but to hold

large amounts of alcohol, drive hotted

up Toranas, and talk about nothing but
football and cars. But there is one way

in which it is OK to relate, and that is as

mates.

Much is talked about Aussie mate

ship
— it is a fabled part of Aussie life.

'

As a man who has lived in five cultures,

before Australia, I have never come ac

ross quite such a concept before, or the

strength of feeling that surrounds it.

Aussie mates are proud of the tradition

of mateship — mates stick together,

even die for each other, at least in 'Gali

polli' and '1915' they do.

Why is mateship so strong? Perhaps
because it is the only culturally 'sanct

ioned' way for men to be friends. You
can put an arm over a mate's shoulder

without it being misunderstood. But
underneath the drinking and backslapp
ing there's often a tension and rivalry

which stops men from feeling relaxed

and safe with each other. Before this

can happen a great deal of embarrass
ment needs to be resolved.

Men Need Support

Well, if you've read this far, you must

be at least vaguely interested in all this.

Do men need support? Surely the whole

world is already their support group.

Well no, it isn't, and men do need supp
ort. One form of support might come

from joining a group of other men to

discuss1 the whole question. At least come

along to the talk on Men's Support which
is advertised below. In this setting you

can find out about sexism, and not

worry about 'getting it wrong' by saying

something which is unintentionally sexist.

One word of caution finally. If any

of this has struck a chord and you are

feeling angry or hard done by as a man,

don't go to a woman to let off steam.

Don't go on about it to women because

they are under no obligation to hear

about men's struggle with sexism; they
have enough of that to do themselves.

They may choose to do so, and may be

interested to know what it's like for

men, but it's. important that they have

that choice. So, talk about it with other

men — they'll probably be only too will

ing to listen.

ANU SPORTS UNION

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

-

The Annual General Meeting of the Sports Union will
J

be held in the University Union Refectory on Thursday -

24th March 1983 commencing at 7.30pm -

-

An agenda for the meeting will be available from the
J

Sports Union office prior to the meeting. At the con-
J

elusion of the Annual General Meeting a small funct-
J

ion will be held in the University Union Bistro, in -

honour of the recipients of the Blues, Half Blues and -

Sportsman of the Year Award for the 1982 sports \

seasons. !

All members of the Sports Union are invited to attend
;

the meeting and the function afterwards.

Philip G. Brodsky
Executive Officer

I COMMUNICATION FOR COUPLES !

\

»

[

Leila Bailey, Senior Counsellor in

? the Counselling Centre, will give a lunch

? time talk at 12.30pm on Wednesday
- March 16 entitled 'But we're so

!
different — how can we agree?' It will

\ open up some of the difficulties which

[
develop between people who associate

? closely with each other, whether or not

]

-
deal with them.

1

\
If there is sufficient interest, a train

i

!
ing programme (once a week for four

!

[

weeks during March-April) will be organ

!

|

ised, in which communication skills will

]

'

be taught.

J

i Tea and coffee will be available at the

-
! Centre on March 16.

THE ANAT0C1Y OF CREATIVE FORCES

Ule start affairs with quotes from Browning,

Once the book is set aside walking streets more watercolour than reality,

the inner resonances remain, Farewelling love, we borrow from Tsvetaeva -

scalding through neuron and brain, sad conversation, polite rain falling*

It makes new life from our own, At times we outwit the writer,

and fester than we realise creating new feelings, fresh sorrows.

are breathing Conrad's humid archipelago

or leaning at the bar in Doyce's Dublin,

being Bloom. Self is abandoned, Or 80 WB think, until that mood

we step into the hero's brogues. glares from long-forgotten pages ;

silvery Catullus, or Toletoy1 a perfect music.

'WHAT IS IT LIKE TO BE A MAN?' \

m 1

* A talk followed by discussion
]

1 *
V If you have read the above article V

T you probably have some interest in this X
T topic. The talk will expand on what was A
X written here, and will include suggestions A
A for positive action. There will be enough »

A time for discussion, when you can disag- r

\k ree or agree, ask questions, share any v

v experiences you may have had. x

J The talk will be held in the Counsell- X
a ing Centre on Thursday March 17th at 1
X lpm. If you have any questions, or if w

a you are interested but cannot come to w

f^ the talk, then please contact Neil Adams v

» on extension 2442. r

CO-COUNSELLING TALK

For those of you who may have miss

ed the first talk on Co-counselling during
O— Week, it is being repeated. If you

don't already know what co-counselling

is, read the short feature on it in the last

'Woroni' edition (page 29) or in the -

Orientation Handbook (page 23). !

The talk will be on Friday March 18th
,

from 12.30-2.00pm in the Counselling ]

Centre. Anyone is welcome. If you can't
J

come until 1.00pm because of lectures, -

don't worry, you can still walk in. -

Come and find out about learning th
|

the skills of co-counselling. And if you J

can't make it on that day, contact Neil
J

Adams at the Counselling Centre, or on -

extension 2442, anytime. As a result of -

the first talk, there is already a group of -

students that will be meeting regularly, $
so a second group will be set up. Please %
come along. %
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There's not a woman on an Australian campus who has not suffered some form
of sexual harassment. At ANU as elsewhere the relation of women to male lectur

ers, tutors and employers often rests more on sexual assessment than upon the r

cognition of our work as students, workers, or researchers.
We are conditions to accept personal remarks, endearments and sexual suggest

ions as compliments. But when our breasts receive more attention than our words,
and when we are constantly interrupted, and yet addressed as 'darling' or 'my
dear', it is not a compliment. It belittles us as working and thinking beings.

Because men hold most of the positions of power within the university, our jobs
and qualifications depend upon their approval. We have learned to expect that, as

women we must dress or act so as to appear neither 'unattractive' nor 'sexually av

ailable'. Whether we pass or fail, all of us are subject to such an assessment, wheth

er younger or older, whether student, secretary, postgraduate or refectory staff.

We feel powerless to object to sexual treatment or to respond in kind. Because of

this inequality in power the sexual appraisal and innuendos which we all experience
are manifestations of sexual harassment.

Sexual harassment includes everything from sexual comments of word and look,
and unwanted touching or suggestions to academic rape, where sex is demanded
under threat of economic punishment (e.g. 'An A for a lay', or 'you could get the

promotion ...'). Most of us know of at least one lecturer who is known to be sex

ually involved with, or to harass, his female students. These are open secrets, yet,

though it exists on all campuses, sexual harassment is unrecognized and surrounded

by silence.

One reason for this is that the difference in power and prestige between, say, a

well-known male professor and his first-year female student, becomes very real

when it is her word against his. Even in clear incidences of academic rape, women

are made aware of this inequity in power, and fear not only loss of marks and live

lihood, but also legal reprisal, for libel or slander. Similarly, in cases of sexual har

assment we are isolated by silence and mystification, made to feel unsure of our

own perceptions. Like many women who have been raped, we expect to be, and

are, dismissed as typically 'paranoid', 'hysterical', 'prudish', or 'malicious women

out to destroy a good man's reputation'. We can expect that each incident of sex

ual harassment will reflect the general oppression of women, both inside and out

side of the university.
Sexual Harassment may be defined as an instance in which the unequal relation

of power between worker and employer, or student and academic (or for that

matter between co-workers, or co-students) is exploited to emphasize a woman's
sexual identity over her role as a worker or student. The power of men in these
instances is institutionalised in our society in both material and ideological terms.
Its consequences are negative for all of us as women.

In material or economic terms, sexual harassment both uses and helps to create

women's 'secondary' place in the work environment. The structuring of the labour

force in our capitalist society with its inherent sexual divisions of labour operates
continuously to oppress women and make sexual harassment possible.

LATE NEWS

Women 0n Can^ rree\

CONTENTS

WOMEN FIGHT BACK
Sexual harassment is a

continuing problem at ANU

Women's Group organise to

fight back and combt this

campus-wide problem

FANG
Feminist Anti Nuclear Group

will speak at the

Nationwide Peace Rally

March 27th

(starts at War Memorial)

WOMENS PEACE

ACTION
— 30,000 women encircle site

of cruise missile base in

Greenham England

.

— 5,000 women march

from Copenhagen to Paris

*

— 2,000 women encircle the

pentagon forpeace


